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EDITOR'S NOTEBOOK

Lisa Szabo

I have a friend, who, for the last two years, has dogged me with the same question. She is crafty—she
tackles me in the most unsuspecting places (at public receptions, in computer labs, in my office, over
tea, in movie theatres, even in her own home) and each time, she words the question differently.
Though Karen is not “shortish,“ “oldish,“ “brownish,“ or “mossy,“ and never spoken, at least to me,
“with a voice that was sharpish or bossy,” she reminds me of the Lorax, while I feel like Dr. Seuss: I
struggle to find a seed of hope to plant and nurture in the wastelands left by the Once-lers of this
world. Usually, Karen corners me after she’s read the news, watched an environmental documentary,
listened to a lecture by David Schindler, and on one memorable occasion, after her five year-old
daughter dreamed of a world stripped of trees. The gist of Karen’s question is this: knowing that we
live on a planet that teeters on the verge of the tipping point how can anyone believe that things will
get better—in such a world how can one find, never mind sustain such hope? It is a question that has
greater sense of urgency in the wake of the ongoing BP oil disaster.
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My response is never the same; often I mumble incoherently, and I start to feel dampness forming in
my armpits and my flight response kick in. But as I said, Karen’s crafty—she always manages to catch
me in a space where there’s never a convenient exit. Because she still pops up unexpectedly, I wonder
whether as the problematic ending of Dr. Seuss’ The Lorax or the 21st century version, Wall-E suggests,
Karen’s persistence reveals skepticism (one that I increasingly share) that seemingly simple acts such
as planting a tree on toxic land constitutes enough to heal this planet.
In Expressway Sina Queyras writes at the end of “A Memorable Fancy,”
I am weary. I have so little hope.
Weary, maybe. But, no hope? For that there is never an appropriate time.
I read this last line two ways (though I’m sure there are many more): as we dwell in global
environmental crisis human complacency thrives, and this apathy engenders a sense of futility—a
weariness—for those who, like Karen, deeply care: What is the point? Hope is double-edged,
simultaneously sharp and blunt, mobilizing and crippling: there seems never a right time for hope,
never a right time for no hope. How do you wield such a thing?
This spring 2010, Greystone Books reprinted from 1992, The Declaration of Interdependence: A Pledge
to Planet Earth by David Suzuki and Tara Cullis with Wade Davis, Guujaaw, and art by Michael Nicoll
Yahgulanaas. Suzuki’s and Cullis’ new afterwords explain the history and the motivation behind The
Declaration. Suzuki observes, “We need more science to inform us about how the world works.” Cullis’
afterword furthers Suzuki’s observations by highlighting the roles of activists, thinkers, and
environmentalist publishers. Interestingly though, despite The Declaration's poetic formal structure,
and the book’s accompanying artwork by Haida artist Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas, the importance (or
the interdependence) of artists (literary or visual) in spreading what Suzuki and Cullis call a “politics of
hope” remains unpronounced. While writing The Declaration, he and Cullis realized that they needed
alternative perspectives, so they collaborated with anthropologist Wade Davis, Haida singer, carver,
traditional medicine practitioner, and activist Guujaaw, and renowned children's writer, songwriter
and musician, environmental advocate, and founder of Child Honouring, Raffi Cavoukian (known to
most Canadians by his first name only). Raffi was approached because of his ability to invoke a child’s
perspective. Why a child’s perspective—or more specifically, why an adult who writes with a child‘s
perspective? Do we need, as Suzuki states, more science or as Raffi’s inclusion implies an approach
that encompasses the findings of science (both positive and negative) and delivers it engagingly and
with hope, even if that hope is only a single, germinating seed. I don’t imply a simplistic, childish
approach, but one that retains a child-like wonder for the natural environment.
I am a strategic optimist. This April I helped organize and participated in the Edmonton Nature Club’s
annual Snow Goose Chase. With the donations from sponsors, we rented six school buses and took
inner-city school children ages six to twelve on a wild goose chase—literally. The morning began well
enough with a nature hike at Ministik Lake, visits with an owl bander, and various interactive displays
of woodworking, birding, live raptors, bugs and spiders, conservation, and even, taxidermy. Volunteer
birders spent the morning looking for the migrating snow geese, which land in the Tofield area in the
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thousands at this time of year—or at least they used to. With central Alberta now entering its tenth
year of drought combined with irrigation mismanagement, lakes and wetlands are drying up, and the
snow geese are not landing in such large numbers in the Beaverhill Lake area anymore. After an
afternoon of getting lost on range roads, one bus getting stuck in the mud and a successful rescue by
the Holden Hutterite Colony we finally received word of snow geese landing a few kilometres outside
of Holden. Instead of thousands, there were approximately two hundred snow geese, a few Canada
geese and grey geese by a pond at the side of a highway. Scopes and binoculars provided close-up
views.
The few geese did not diminish the kids’ experience and enjoyment of the day as a whole; whether
they understood the implications for the scarcity of geese in the area is another issue. There is a time
and a place for each story: the jeremiad and the eulogy. The truly gifted storytellers balance them
both: ills are aired but hope remains. For some of the kids, it was the first time they’d encountered
living (or dead and stuffed, for that matter) owls, beaver lodges and dams; or handled aquatic insects;
or talked with naturalists and ecologists. I find hope not in the children’s wonderment and enthusiasm
—their engagement is what sustains my optimism. I find hope in those individuals or communities
who ignore weariness, who understand “UNLESS” you do “[care] a whole awful lot, / nothing is going
to get better. / It’s not.” Call me what you will—a sentimental fool—but strategic optimism—a
recognition of the need to educate about environmental crises combined with ecological narratives
that maintain wonderment—not garrotting people with fear, are what will lead us to dismantle the
destructive world views humans have built. For sure, wonderment (the picturesque, the Sublime,
ecotourism) has fostered a different sort of consumption, one that can be as voracious and harmful to
the natural environment as resource consumption and economic greed. I mourn how human appetite
in all its manifestations has diminished the health and biodiversity of this planet, but at the same time
I refuse to lose sight of and to not celebrate that which survives and thrives—because inhabiting and
acting in that simultaneous ecological thoughtfulness lies a path to saving this world.
For this issue’s Edge Effect, Sina Queyras provides us with excerpts from her collection Expressway,
and two new poems. Megan Simpson writes about her sectioned 1000 kilometre trek of the crossborder New Brunswick and Maine International Appalachian Trail, Le Sentier Internationale des
Appalaches in our Regional Feature. In Scatterings we link to a web poem by Heather Simeney
MacLeod called Saskatchewan. Book Reviews once again are plentiful and cover an interesting range
of topics; see the contents for contributors and titles. Besides our Forthcoming and New Publications
section, here are some new publications from ALECC members: Ken Belford’s Decomposition; Jenny
Kerber’s forthcoming (August 2010), Writing in Dust: Reading the Prairie Environmentally; Don
Gayton’s Okanagan Odyssey; Mark Dickinson and Clare Goulet edited collection Lyric Ecology: An
Appreciation of the Work of Jan Zwicky; Andrea Nicki’s Welcoming; Brian Taylor’s The Rampant
Ineptitude of Modernity; Gary Barwin’s The Porcupinity of the Stars and A Short History of Bite: How It
Begins; Hump by Ariel Gordon; Stéphanie Posthumus’ article État des lieux de la pensée écocritique
française." Eco-zone: European Journal of Literature, Culture, Environment 1.1 (2010); Marie-France
Boissonneault’s Every Living Being: Representations of Nonhuman Animals in the Exploration of
Human Well Being; Catriona Mortimer-Sandilands and Bruce Erickson edited collection Queer
Ecologies: Sex, Nature, Politics, Desire; Pam Chamberlain's Country Roads: Memoirs from Rural
Canada in which work by Pamela Banting and Luanne Armstrong appear; The Dalhousie Review has a
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special issue (Spring 2010), edited by Carrie Dawson and Claire Campbell, called Groundtruthing:
Canada and the Environment, that includes articles and reviews by Catriona Mortimer-Sandilands,
Travis Mason, Jenny Kerber, and Nicole Shukin; Travis Mason has an article (co-written with Duffy
Roberts) published in Jack Hodgins: Essays on His Works; Brian Bartlett contributed an essay to
Richard Outram: Essays on His Works, edited The Essential James Reaney, and published the chapbook
Being Charlie; Paul Huebener has published both the nonfiction "Daily Bread in the Savannah
Rainforest" in ISLE: Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature and Environment 17.1 (Winter 2010) and the
article "Dark Stories: Poet-Audience Relations and the Journey Underground in Margaret Atwood´s
The Door and Other Works in Studies in Canadian Literature 34.2 (2009). Please note our correction to
Dianne Chisholm’s publication listed in the last issue: Wagadu: Journal of Transnational Women's and
Gender Studies 7 Fall/Winter 2009.
Thank you to all of our contributors, written and visual. Enjoy!
~ Lisa Szabo

Haida Gwaii
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REGIONAL FEATURE

Text and Photography by

MEGAN SIMPSON
Finding Trail:
The Maine/New Brunswick Border Cut
Coming down Mars Hill Mountain, toward the eastern border of Maine on a route approximating the
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line claimed by Britain in 1783 as the (contested) northern border, we missed a turn, backtracked
once, twice.1 From one tower platform to another, and another, from bunchberry and blueberry to
dark way down through dense hardwood. Then a mile of silent road through silent farmland. Acres of
potatoes, huge cylinders of baled hay. A closed customs station and an ATV trail blazed “workzone.”
No human footprints. Bear scat.
Raspberries.
By the time we made the border
cut, I was on day eight of thinking
about language and landscape, day
one of knee pain so intense I could
no longer hide it. What to do: take
the downhills backwards and
concentrate for long stretches on
the phonetics of individual words,
mouthing each silently until it
takes on a physical form in the
mind and becomes unrecognizable
as language, then move on to
another. Susceptible. Recalibrate.
Translation. Filament. Thorn.
It was year one of what would become
a six-year section hike of the 1000
kilometer or so IAT, the International
Appalachian Trail, Le Sentier
Internationale des Appalaches.2 My selfassigned project was to examine
innovative poetic practice in relation to
ecology, environment, and the concept
of “trail.” Specifically, I was reading Will
Alexander’s “The Stratospheric
Canticles” against and through the
experience of the hike.3 In the outer
pocket of the bulky blue Kelty pack I
carried that year was a folded twosided photocopy of the poem, a tiny
spiral notebook, and a ballpoint. “in
protean advancement / one takes up
linguistic spillage.”4
How is it possible to lose a trail when
that trail is also the boundary
separating major North American
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nations? The tangle of chest-high indiangrass, wild rye, ox-eye sunflowers betrayed neither stakes nor
blazes, engulfed the widely spaced meter-tall boundary markers inscribed “Treaty of Washington,
Boundary August 9th, 1842.” A trail is as a trail does. However geographically precise, a border is an
idea, historically drawn. Redrawn. On a map. With a strong red line. That the IAT traces the actual
border cut for 13 or so miles, north to the Fort Fairfield/Perth Andover crossing, is poetic, is paradox—
a line that must be followed, a line that must not be crossed. “a snake crosses the trail,” I wrote years
later when the project had turned to poetry, “the snake doesn’t see it / that way.”
But borders were my partner’s concern.5
Mine was the trail. Here it was both.
Warned on each side not to cross to the
other. Patrolled by ATV (not that we saw
or heard). Here it was something to
straddle, right foot in the country of his
birth, left in his adopted homeland. A
metaphor. A matter of finding a way
through, around, or over. Anywhere a bear
can go. A line of ferocious overgrowth in
land once cleared but not cultivated.
Raspberries, too, love a disturbed
landscape. We were literalists. So were
the trailbuilders. The bridge over the
Rivière du Chute was an old flatbed trailer
panel. No such luck when the trail took a
dive into a sea of liquid mud.
No going around it, no going through it.
Test probes with trekking poles failed to
strike bottom. Boot-sucking black goo.
Sphagnum at the edges of what should
have been the trail floated false hopes:
nothing solid underneath. It took us a long
time to give up. Denial. Deep moose prints
headed off into the thick forest, through spaces among birch and spruce too narrow for a human with
or without pack, a large ungulate with or without rack. All the more mystifying. Alien. Moose is the
plural of moose.
Though in Quebec, in the summers ahead, we would walk whole days without human encounters, the
IAT isn’t everywhere wild. Yet the distinction might have less to do with landscape and human
population than with trail conditions and cartographic representation. There’s a certain wildness, after
all, in losing the trail where the border cut dissolves—into an ecosystem, a farmer’s field, some
remnant of glacial recession—so hopelessly that all one can do is detour on the nearest road, maybe
flag down a vehicle to ask for directions to wherever the trail picks up again or becomes apparent.
Maybe cheat and accept a ride. Knock on a door, pore over an inscrutable, outdated road map (made
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for motorists) in a skeptical woman’s kitchen, tracking bog mud and eying an anxious lapdog.
The wildness deepens, takes a step toward dusk, the beginnings of a cold late August rain, when the
second car to pass on the freshly paved road in forty minutes is the same as the first. That car (now
heading the opposite direction), a small blue sedan, filled with old women in straw hats and bushels of
freshly picked apples. They stopped each time to offer a ride. They had no idea how to get to the trail
on the border we sought. They didn’t know there was such a thing. Even the trunk was full of apples.
The only house on a sharp bend in the winding residential street featured an untied barking dog. Big
boxer. Minivan out front. Descending the long drive, alone and without pack, I abruptly crossed the
invisible border from potential threat to potential playmate. A knotted rope toy tossed at my feet. Its
surprised owner knew of a nearby farm road that accessed the border cut and agreed to drive us
there. More acres of potatoes, speckled with white blooms. Not yet dark and we were back on the
trail with only a couple miles to go to the last shelter before Fort Fairfield, to the last night on the trail.
We lay with our heads toward the open side in woods so deep, rain so steady, night so black. A
starless, moonless sky in the Northeast woods looks exactly the same with open eyes as it does with
closed. If we had a fire, I don’t remember it. The rain, too, was invisible.

Why try to be faithful to it, the cold smell of that last damp dawn, the synaesthesia of dulling patella
pain, limping the final 6.4 miles first on easygoing bog-free track then out among the inscrutable lives
of border dwellers in their mute homes, newspapers wrapped in plastic bags at the ends of their
driveways? And why fumble for nearly forty minutes eleven months later in the gray morning among
the slender bulrushes and rain-wet thistle in an attempt to cover on foot the bit of border from where
we left off the year before to the unfinished shelter on the bank of the Aroostook from which we
would begin year two’s journey on bicycles? Eventually wrote that mile and a half off. Left it
unclaimed. Occasional splashes of fireweed.
The splash of two loons on the river the evening before. Their crazy call. One heron, one bald eagle. A
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gift of firewood, split before our eyes, from the couple across the road who would tell us the materials
for the shelter had been delivered three years before and then sat unassembled through two winters
in this field. “Then they came last summer to build it, a lawyer, an engineer, and two hikers.” (The setup to a joke?) The floor was left uninstalled. We would be the first to use it. (The punchline.) View
from their front door: the shelter, the river, the gate across the road just west of their yard where
Canada ends. From ours: their manicured lawn, the river, the way northeast toward Plaster Rock.
Notes
1. See Chip Gagnon’s “The Border Dispute: How the Maine-New Brunswick Border Was Finalized.” The
Upper Saint John River Valley. Chip Gagnon. 2 Sep. 2009. Web. 26 Mar. 2010.
2. It was August of 2003, and by “year” I mean the eight-to-eleven day stretch of trail time my (now)
husband, Ian Marshall, and I eked out of co-parenting schedules each summer. The actual length of
the IAT depends upon the specifics of one’s route, given frequent relocations and road-versus-trail
options, and whether or not one goes through or around Baxter State Park. (We had gone through,
beginning with a Katahdin climb, earlier that week.)
3. The resulting essay, “Will in the Wilderness: Language and Ecology in Will Alexander’s
‘The Stratospheric Canticles’” appears in ISLE: Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature and Environment
15.2 (Summer 2008): 117-35.
4. Alexander, Will. The Stratospheric Canticles. Berkeley: Pantograph Press, 1995. 55.
5. Ian’s writing project was a manuscript called “Border Crossings: Walking the Haiku Path
on the International Appalachian Trail.” Blending travel account, scholarly inquiry, and haiku, Ian’s
manuscript recounts not only his hike of the trail but his delving into the scholarship of the haiku
tradition and his attempt to learn to write, in his words, “a decent haiku.” The project crosses borders
in several ways: most obviously by following the trail across state and national boundaries, but also by
crossing the borders of genre, in imitation of the Japanese blend of poetry and prose called “haibun”
(as in Basho’s Narrow Road to the Deep North), and by importing Eastern traditions to the North
American landscape.
MEGAN SIMPSON is an Associate Professor of English and Women’s Studies at Penn State Altoona.
Author of Poetic Epistemologies: Gender and Knowing in Women’s Language-Oriented Writing (SUNY
Press, 2000), her current research focuses on formally innovative cross-cultural poetics and ecocritical
approaches to African American literature. Her essays have appeared in MELUS, ISLE, Reader, College
Literature, Obsidian, and elsewhere.

Lisa Szabo
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EDGE EFFECT

Lisa Szabo

SINA QUEYRAS
The photo above depicts San Rafael Swell, a 50 million year old geological anticline in Utah, USA.
Cutting through San Rafael Swell (or Reef), the I-70 was the first major interstate in the United States
not built primarily on pre-existing arteries. A lot of boring, blasting, paving. While 18-wheelers,
tourists, and commuters make their way along this transnational interstate at 110 km per hour, deep
time becomes a blur. Fast food chains and gas stations stake roadside real estate, excrete fuel which
drivers consume; rest stop toilet breaks capture the interstate's picturesque moments. As one online
post observes, if San Rafael Swell becomes a National Monument, as the Obama government has
proposed, the site would be the first national park that “owes its existence to an Interstate.”
“What to say in the unending pavement:”
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Expressways and Interstates are often defined by access—or rather limited access. Sina Queyras'
excerpts from her collection Expressway and new poems featured in The Goose engage language that
never rests easy, is not always accessible, frees up and chafes at limitations—representational,
linguistic, global, local, gendered, and environmental. Her poetics, to echo one of her titles, collide.
Her poetic world is not safe, is not a pastoral ramble; her work is a “hum,” incessant, relentless,
unwieldy—it carries the heft of a pickaxe and throws weight, compelling readers to “Go forth and
undo harm. / Go forth and do.”
Sina Queyras is a Canadian poet. Her third collection of poetry, Lemon Hound, received the Pat
Lowther Award and a Lambda Literary Award.
In 2005 she edited Open Field: 30 Contemporary Canadian Poets for Persea Books, the first anthology
of Canadian poetry to be published by a U.S. press. She later edited Canadian Strange, a folio of
contemporary Canadian writing for Drunken Boat, where she is a contributing editor. From 2005 to
2007 Queyras co-curated the belladonna* reading series in New York. Her most recent work,
Expressway, was written mainly in Calgary, while she was serving as Markin-Flanagan Writer-inResidence at the University of Calgary.
Her work has been published widely in journals and anthologies including Joyland: A hub for short
fiction. She teaches creative writing at Concordia University in Montreal, and has taught at Haverford
College and Rutgers University. She also has writes the renowned blog Lemon Hound.
We wish to thank Coach House Books for giving The Goose permission to reprint work from
Expressway.

Death of the Poet
1.
Curled on the floor, her knees flung wide, the poet aspirated
She had long ago lamented the new plastics and now had ingested them, she had sung of an iceberg,
imagined knitting together old growth
She had listened to a story about ghost loggers while riding in a limo in California (they just keep
coming, axes flying, the trees disappear in the night)
She thought to herself, out of context, everything is like California, she would like to be
Like California or without facial hair or
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A hydrogen corridor from Whistler to Venice Beach
Out of context nature becomes hyperbole
She dreamed of being sublimely useful
The previous day she had spent ironing; now everything lay flaccid, her day
a sea floor
Thoughts occur out of order she reminded herself
She shook a little
Her mind a glitter globe
Before there was a land bridge from what is now Russia to what is now Alaska there were words being
carved on someone’s back
In this way words journeyed from one place to another, they gathered in crevices and canyons, clung
to paper like follicles
In a snow storm one relies on one’s familiarity with a lack of focus
Between the self and other, the other, says the Dalai Lhama, the other, is always the more important
Words have a way of penetrating
They have a way of bleeding
The other has a way of multiplying
This way is not the only way
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In the back of every poet’s mind is a woman, organizing files and having your babies
The scaffolding of poetry has sutures
Delicate as the bones of moths
2.
The poets arrange themselves on the stools, absent appendages like stabilizing poles
If you cannot be clear, if you cannot come
To the table in stanzas, if in the morning light
One poet said, I did not come to poetry with a tool kit and headlamp only to be made to feel stupid
That same poet said poetry makes nothing
Either way one comes to the field in good faith
You might have loved a poet, you might have found he looked great in a headlamp and when he bent
over the blue baroque tattoo that teased out from his unbelted jeans made you think that if you could
start over again, you would
When the poets stand they shake out their ideas and later the children sweep them into piles
3.
If you had it all to do over you would drink milk this time, you would read philosophy, learn to swim in
wildflowers
Use your hands to sculpt physical structures
You would never say no to sex, your pleasure would be riveting through you now,
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here, upright you would still feel it uncurling your toes
4.
It took a cleaning woman to find the poet splayed there, bed headed and tousled in a pool of blood
It took a photographer to make her solid
Verses clung to the particleboard walls, made convex shapes along the floorboards promising such
futures
Out in the garden the snails had been placed just so
Hollyhocks and Rhododendrons in pastels
The trees gathered, wind feathered their mossy thighs
Later the neighbours thought CSI, they thought The Day After and sent wreaths
5.
The poet had traveled the land, noticing where the road became path, and where the land eased up
and knapweed conferenced with take-out containers
The poet sent missives to other poets, the poet wrapped his beard on his head like a burka
The poet had performed heroic sexual acts in phone booths, had eaten barbiturates in his pancakes
The poet wore heels, the poet loved to feel grass on her thighs
The young ones, they mused on their stools, feet dangling, are genderless and in the blank that
followed they all understood this to mean less than
Thinking poetry makes nothing they nonetheless made poems
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They hurled them at the public, they ducked themselves, and later
Rolled into each other with excessive intention
Still they were not prepared for the death of the poet
6.
The Poets gathered in Irish Pubs describing the poet’s life in great detail, accounting for his greatness
They penned elegies and tucked them into pre-sealed envelopes with self-addressed stamped
envelopes
They understood email was faster but they said no to faster
They drank in pints, groups of them in undisclosed locations
Some dipping out still, for a cigarette and a conference
Of one
The poet is a night bird, they said, the poet is a mud flap, the poet marks the miles, takes the earth’s
temperature, her long arms inserted up to the elbow
7.
At the service they took turns
Well, darling, once poets wrote in rhyming couplets
Once they wrote in lipograms,
Once they made sounds with their mouths, lifted their eyes
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Once they counted feathers, walked trails along waterways
There was a way in which the land was thought to be pristine
This was a matter of being present without muddying
Later they understood the body to be part of the equation
They remembered the great migrations
Looked to the birds, their directional feathers
They dipped their toes in and stirred
8.
You come to the earth for direction, you come to see, you come to have a sense of déjà vu, you come
because you believe in leggy, and heeled, in crinoline and parachute, in files descending soft as the
empty heads of men in love
Of the unimagined
In denim, their long knotted hair and sulfurous notes, unbelievable cleft
You, the wind shouted, you are a small pink rabbit, you have a nose for dirt, you, among other things,
have interiority and wonder and mush between your ears, cavernous, echoing vacuuming thoughts
One poet bit his lip with disgust
He took a chair from the bar and smashed it over another poet’s head
Everything since the first planting has been wrong, he shouted
No, you are right, he did no such thing
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I am trying to describe the way the energy moves, there is no restraint
The container, like a sack filled with water,
The container like a sock filled with air
There are some who say poetry makes nothing, that suggestion is lazy, but metaphor makes worlds,
and thinking makes people
9.
Finally, she said, there is the matter of the body
There is the matter of the death, before us, we who arrived in unison for the singing
And they did, arrive, pen in hands, real traditional scribes
Others with their heads together like cell phones positioned
To pop kernels of corn
Some of the poets thought in quatrains, minds like tiny furred chutes riffing on the inevitable
associations, Yeats Yeats, my manna for a mantra
Some wanted buckles and frosted glasses, wanted studs instead of punctuation, to create the
underbelly of a punk club, the mossy layers of sweat and tobacco crusting like seafoam or pot scum
They smelled of the place the deer lay
They smelled of the bear’s den
Others smelled of description, thought of the poem as a deep pit
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Or the mind, leveled, listening to the earth’s core
They were all, in their way, foot soldiers, beautifully
Articulated in the trenches, on the fields, foreheads
Like homing beacons
10.
When they descended to account for the late Poet's brilliance they found poems
Years later the fact of this occurred to them

Poetics of Collision
We are in a time of unprecedented product, unprecedented materiality, a time when the landscape all
around us is changing or has changed so quickly, and so dramatically, that we can neither trace, nor
adequately react. So fast that it seems ridiculous to expect anything other. A luxury for another time.
Certainly there are few places we can even imagine as untouched. As I write this the largest oil pipe
line in the world is being constructed in China, some 85 applications are being considered on dozens
of rivers in British Columbia, planes are flying in every direction at a variety of speeds and altitudes,
including over the pole where scientists are attempting to discern just how bad things are; how
quickly the ice cap is melting, why, and what we can do about it. Recently the president of Maldives
held an underwater cabinet meeting to discuss the matter of his nation disappearing from the globe:
"If the Maldives cannot be saved today we do not feel that there is much of a chance for the rest of
the world," he added. And closer to home oil is gushing into the Gulf of Mexico in unprecedented
quantities with no conceivable means of stopping this leaking oil well.
With this in mind my poetic practice aims to take account as much as one can, of the physical fact of
civilization, of the materiality and implications of being human on our planet now and forever. That
means I am interested in reaching back, and trying to think forward, while grounding my work as
much as I possibly can, in the present, in the daily, in body, but also in intellect. As a woman I am very
mindful of the silencing of all “others” in our society—others, as Donna Haraway suggests is anyone
not being born male on the planet: that means the poor, the marginal, the native, the uneducated,
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but also animals, and entities, trees and coral reefs, the ocean, the air, all silenced next to the
demands of market.
I won’t go so far as to say that I attempt to speak for those marginalized voices, but I want to write
with an awareness of them. To write against a kind of poetry that is devoid of those voices, that is
overly polished, cleansed of flaws, and of political content—which is seen as crass, unseemly, and
somehow “lesser” than the poetry that floats and luxuriates in the shoals of beauty and solace. To
that extent my poetry attempts to achieve a kind of exteriority.
It is also often just on the verge of seeming “out of control” and is always for me, just a little out of my
reach, or in a place that unsettles me. Having arrived at a poetics of polish I wanted to untangle that
gesture. I do not want my poetry to be overly safe, overly consoling, overly polite; I do not want it to
be indoors, at a kitchen table drinking coffee, or at least only there. In fact I do not want it to be inside
anything, but rather out in the world, reacting to it, engaging with it, trying to make sense, and to see,
to witness if you will, to take a clear eyed account.
I want my poetry to be reacting to the immediate, as I said, but also to be in conversation with those
poets and writers and thinkers and beings who came before. So Lemon Hound is a conversation with
Virginia Woolf and Gertrude Stein as much as it is a conversation with Erin Moure and Lisa Robertson,
or Andy Goldsworthy and Cindy Sherman, William Blake and Kenneth Goldsmith, with grade ten
students, and those entering university, and so on.
Poetics of collision assumes that the original writing, and sometime even poem, is clay.
The material is then worked, whether that is working it into a received form, or engaging with
procedures offered to us from manifestos as diverse as the Oulipos, flarfists, LANGUAGE, or
conceptual poets matters little. What matters is that one generates, or finds ones language, ones clay,
and that language is somehow treated, refracted, impacted, tested, softened, hardened, collided…
The notion of parsing out the writing of a poem seems essential to me. Much of the poetry I
encounter seems to me like a good idea for a poem, it seems to me like raw clay in need of some kind
of shaping—or thinking—some kind of pressure applied to it.
Juxtaposition is also essential. Placing things out of order, heightening the dailiness in a way that
perhaps doesn’t make it new so much as makes us see it anew. Stasis is what we long for and what we
must remain attune to. Our days want to lay flat as sheets we must struggle to keep the material in
motion it seems to me, not to let perception settle. So we settle in, as we see in the work of Tim
Lilburn, we settle in to know a thing, a place, an idea, but we never let the idea settle.
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“I want my poetry to be a palpable coffin,” the American poet Lucy Brock-Broido has claimed. In other
words she wants the thing finished. She wants it fixed. I want poetry to be the exact opposite of that.
To be in motion. In the air. Insisting upon mulitiple readings and readers, alive in the presence of mind.
Poetry that is reworked seems to me more consciously crafted if not meticulously, or excessively
coiffed. The difference is staggering. Appearance, I might add, is deceptive. What you think of as a
coffin is another man’s boat. And so on. What you think of as meticulously crafted syllables is another
man’s death march.

Excerpts from Expressway (Coach House Books, 2009)
SOLITARY

What sympathy of sounds? What cricketing
Of concrete, what struck rubber, what society
And shifting birdsong sweetens spring’s tumult?

She walks near the expressway, a patch
Of emerald turf besieged by doggy bags,
Where frolicking hounds squat to pee, crimson

Cell phone at her ear. She is calling home,
Calling the past, calling out for anyone
To hear. She is waiting, she is wanting

To be near, of flesh, of earth, on foot
And this is her perspective; the I-95, its
Prow of condos, the Delaware’s sunken
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Ships and artillery shells, now the idea of
River, so many years since any live flesh
Could be immersed. Here the expressway

Smoothing each nuisance of wild, each terrifying
Quirk of land, uneven, forlorn paths; wanderer,
Wander, lonely as a cloud, dappled, drowned,

A melancholic pace and nowhere untouched. Nature,
One concludes, is nostalgia. Now, two hundred
Post-Romantic years the Alps bursting into flames,

All the way to Mont Blanc, incendiary air. How far
Auschwitz? Darfur? Are we a hopeful people
Yet? She follows her uncle’s gestures, paced

For lungs, each strike of stick to stone, recalls
Wordsworth’s dog, the solitary path unwinds below.
2.
What sympathy of sounds. Her father
A bag she carries in a bigger bag, lighter
Now, having scattered him across two
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Provinces, up a goat path, where these
Struck peaks, a starburst of contrails, German
Songs like silt, and tiny woollen cathedrals

Whose bells mark the hours. Have we suffered enough?
Her Uncle bends his century, a creeping juniper
Under which lies a tiny tin cup. Doucement,

Doucement, the water another source, a
Knowing (even without language) where
To drink, or how (and where) one foot

Should fall well before it does, recognition of
The stone’s slice; that even rock is not solid;
Such knowledge a long time companion rarely

Of any use other than to remind: be open, flexible,
Eye on the horizon, thumb in air for change,
Change; history with its multiple pathways.

It is not her first time here though, in truth
It is. But what is truth? Fact? Body? Idea?
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Word? The heat waking up now, a new century

Ahead, and at the top, a bit of bread and cheese,
A cell phone out, ta mère, he says,
Tell her your father is laid to rest.

3.
But is anyone at rest? She traces roadways where
In occupied France her father rode his bicycle
High above the Durance, finding—as we all

Wish—a smooth path between rivets
Of the newly erected metal bridge, his hands
High above his head, or so one version

Of the legend goes. What balance, what
Lack of fear, what shock of hair, what finesse
Of foot and pout of mouth, what eloquent

Dismount, his aunts below not daring
To call out for fear of distracting he who
Like Christ could turn gravity on its head,
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And for whom two sisters would devote their lives—
If not in flesh, then in suffering. What
Sympathy of sounds? Do tell me his pain
Was not in vain. Do say the bees will return,
And with them, seasons.

Grasmere February - May 1802
12.
Carman cheering horses, wildness
Of a Mountain lass but a Road lass
Traveler from Birth who wanted

Fresh blown fagging up the steepness.

A miserable clashy snowy foggy very
Rainy wet misty grey frosty-sunny
Excessive simplicity calm and rich:

Slashing away in Benson’s wood.

Made of my shoulder a pillow and read
My Beloved slept, a poem in bed
Singing fire and owls: a sailor begged
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to Glasgow in a sweet tone.

13.
Wm sitting on stones
Feasting in silence, lingered
Long looking down under

Common ash yew ivy holly

In rows, a sweet moss
Carpet: resolved to plant
Having copied the Prioress’

Tale. He with his eyes shut

No one waterfall
Above another
Waters: the voice

Of air. Ridges

The backs of sheep owing
To their situation; we
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Spread a fur gown then

Came the lake slipping.

Unleashed: Essays, Toronto: BookThug, 2009.
Expressway, Toronto: Coach House Books, 2009.
Lemon Hound, Toronto: Coach House Books, 2006.
Open Field: 30 Contemporary Canadian Poets, ed. New York: Persea Books, 2005.
Teeth Marks, Toronto: Nightwood Editions, 2004.
Slip, Toronto: ECW Press, 2001.
http://lemonhound.blogspot.com/ Concerning Contemporary Poetry, Visual Arts & Letters * If you love poetry,
write about it * Half-Poet-Laureate of the Blogosphere * Otherwise known as Your Halfness * Shameless Hussy
& Many Friends

Lisa Szabo
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BOOK REVIEWS

Cormorant at Cape Breton

Brian Bartlett

Grass, Sky, Song: Promise and Peril in the World of Grassland Birds by TREVOR HERRIOT
HarperCollins, 2009 $32.95

Reviewed by BRIAN BARTLETT
“She named club mosses, lichens, and ground algae, enlarging each humble presence with the soft
incantations of Latin,” writes Trevor Herriot in the most recent of his three books exploring the
Western Canadian expanses he knows so well. “She showed us the pincushion cactus coming into
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bloom and let us taste a bit of its flesh.... It was cool on the tongue, a green, tart jelly that tasted like
kiwi fruit.” This brief passage suggests several of the great values of Herriot’s Grass, Sky, Song:
Promise and Peril in the World of Grassland Birds, which builds on the visions and concerns of his
earlier books, River in a Dry Land: A Prairie Passage and Jacob’s Wound: A Search for the Spirit of
Wildness. Herriot’s prose blends sensuousness with science – the taste of pincushion cactus with an
openness to the “enlarging” capacities of close examination, even taxonomy. Moreover, the phrase
“soft incantations of Latin” links not only to science but also to the religious groundings of the author’s
world (a primary subject of Jacob’s Wound), evident elsewhere in language like “the Creator,” “kind of
prayerfulness,” and “sacramental presence that rises and falls in every living thing.” Herriot’s blendings
create a rich aesthetic experience, even as he writes a book that stands in the tradition of politically
alert, provocative, troubled works dating back to Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring.
Herriot speaks with piercing eloquence of destructive attitudes that underlie ecological crises:
“...everything in nature that suffers from human agency is a victim of our desire to accuse the other
and deflect blame away from ourselves. The first finger we point is at nature itself: too hot, too cold,
too dry, too wet, too many gophers, bugs, weeds, deer, geese, mice. Soil comes in for the most
detailed accusations: drains too quickly or too slowly; too stony, too hilly, too thin, too heavy.” As its
title indicates, Herriot’s new book is centred on the grassland birds he sees as having replaced the
massacred bison as “the presiding genius of the northern Great Plains.” He’s well aware of how living
creatures are corralled to serve human ends (the western meadowlark “easily co-opted into our
nostalgia, recruited into the myths of a golden age, its songs taken as endorsement for a culture that
lasted but a few decades”), yet much of this book is dedicated to describing the flesh-and-blood
realities of particular birds. On one page, Herriot dramatizes the union of flight and voice in a
Sprague’s pipit:
... you hear the sound of a small space-craft landing, and you look up into the clouds. If you
find it at all, it will be the merest dot of a bird, and if you can manage to track its trajectory in
your binoculars you will see it flutter to gain altitude. Then, if you don’t lose the pipit against a
patch of blue sky, you may see it reach the top of its climb, set its wings, and glide. This is the
precise moment it releases its song, but the bird is so distant that it takes a few seconds for the
sound to fall to your ears.
In such passages, the precision of Herriot’s writing is entrancing.
One of the most pleasing structural features of the book is the insertion of two-or-three page portraits
of bird species amidst the eighteen major chapters. The effect of those brief chapters is to keep the
writer’s and the readers’ attention returning repeatedly to the minutiae of species, such as the upland
sandpiper (“perhaps the most terrestrial of all North American shorebirds”), the greater sage grouse
(who “need[s] large sage flats the way brook trout need streams”), and the ferruginous hawk (which
used to build its nests with bison bones, fur, and dung, but now uses tree branches and cow dung). By
providing many-dimensional views of grassland birds, Herriot intensifies the sense of loss, grief, and
urgency over the shrinking populations of many species. The book’s descriptive colours give emotional
contexts to its statistics, which appear as disillusioned reports from a landscape under siege by shortsighted agricultural practices, the demands of industry, “habitat fragmentation,” and governmental
procrastination and indifference. While some statistics Herriot supplies are imaginatively thrilling (one
western meadowlark was recorded as having 48 different songs; Sprague’s pipits can sing in the sky for
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up to three consecutive hours), most of the numbers are disillusioning: only 1/10 of 1 % of the original
grassland remains; the Prairie population of loggerhead shrikes decreased by 80% over 35 years; and
burrowing owls in Saskatchewan suffered a shocking 95% loss of numbers during the 1980s.
Despite its avian focus, Grass, Sky, Song is also a surprisingly social book. Recalling travels back and
forth across his beloved region, Herriot describes, quotes, and pays tribute to many friends and
strangers who have sharpened his knowledge. Second-hand we get to meet grasshopper expert
Jeffery Lockwood, Canadian Wildlife Service biologist Stephen Davis, provincial government biologist
Wayne Harris, naturalist-trip leader Heidi Scott, painter Chris Reed, poet Don McKay, a woman who
sings like a western meadowlark “in phrases of Low German,” a 93-year-old Edgar who recalls five
chickadees landing on his rifle barrel, and revered senior naturalists C. Stuart and Mary Houston, key
mentors for Herriot (who humorously admits his own resistance to the term “mentor” and the “oily
sheen such a word picks up from passing over the lips of too many motivational speakers”). We also
catch glimpses of Herriot’s wife, Karen, whose struggle with breast cancer compelled the couple to
consider anew the effects of pesticide spraying on humans as well as bird species. Yet in the end,
another strength of Herriot’s book is a refusal to accept oversimplified, easy explanations: “exact
causes” of biotic crises, he writes, “can never be found because they are hidden within a morass of
incalculably complex interrelationships and compounded effects from which it is impossible to tease
out precise mechanisms of population decay or disease.” Still, while “exact causes” remain in the dark,
Herriot clearly believes that we must act on our partial, approximate knowledge.
With Grass, Sky, and Song, Trevor Herriot emerges further as one of the most gifted, complex, and
satisfying of Canadian writers exploring our natural environment. This is a book for today, but also for
tomorrow.
BRIAN BARTLETT has published many books of poetry, most recently the chapbook Travels of the
Watch and Wanting the Day: Selected Poems, which was published in both Canada and Britain and
won the 2004 Atlantic Poetry Prize, and his latest publication, The Watchmaker's Table was released in
2008. He edits The Elizabeth Bishop Society of Nova Scotia Newsletter, and is on the Board of Directors
of the Halifax Field Naturalists and the Young Naturalists Club. Since 1990 he has taught Creative
Writing and Literature at Saint Mary's University in Halifax.

Adrift on the Ark: Our Connection to the Natural World by MARGARET THOMPSON
Brindle and Glass, 2009 $19.95

Reviewed by PATRICK HOWARD
I admit to reading Adrift on the Ark: Our Connection to the Natural World by Margaret Thompson with
a degree of skepticism. The dominant metaphors the author uses to set up her collection of personal
animal encounters echo an unabashed anthropocentrism that I initially found to be troubling. The
reference in the title to the biblical ark from Genesis calls up the Judeo-Christian separation of humans
from the natural world. God destroys the world and charges Noah with the task of “saving” the
animals two by two. For me, the symbol of the ark decidedly represents our disconnection from the
natural world. In the introduction Thompson sets up her second conceit, a twelfth-century bestiary,
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The Book of Beasts. “Bestiaries,” the author writes, “as a product of the Middle Ages—the Age of
Faith.... reflect the love of symbolism and the search for patterns and parallels that distinguish the
medieval mindset.” However, it was this medieval mindset that is largely responsible for setting off
humans from other animals and making the Earth a mere way station to a better place. The dualisms
culturally constructed by the pervasive and powerful myths as promulgated through religion, art, and
science remain the greatest barrier to shifting to an ecological paradigm. So, forgive me if I admit that
after only a few pages of Margaret Thompson’s book I was a resistant reader.
But as I read the essays my resistance weakened and I was carried away by what Thompson calls her
“personal, individual ‘takes’ on the interactions between beasts and humans.” The author provides a
disclaimer warning the reader her essays are not be considered “in any sense a scientific study, not
parables, not allegories.” However, I do not agree. Allegory comes to us from the Greek -allos, the
word for difference, and the word agora meaning an assembly or the place where people come to
speak openly. When we re-visit the word and seek out the meanings with which it was once imbued—
allegory fits nicely—to speak openly about difference, about an ‘other’. This is exactly what
Thompson’s Adrift on the Ark invites us to do. The collection allows for an intimate meeting of humans
and individual animal others. It is this quality that makes Thompson’s book so memorable—the moral
importance of direct empathic ties to individual beings. It is also a quality that foregrounds each essay.
Thompson’s subjects are not just wild beings, but companion animals and farm animals accorded a
respectful subjective identity. These other-than-humans are the focus of intense observation and
attention, and unique, individual traits emerge that defy the anonymity inherent in the language that
we use when we describe animals as it is, most often, language that hides more than it reveals.
The first essay, titled “In the Beginning” invites the reader to share, through participatory
engagement, the life force of the author’s garden—its soul, its anima mundi, as experienced through
the senses and through intuition. She naps on a hot day and in a trance-like state she is aware in the
“dimmest recesses of [her] brain... the ceaseless motion above and below ground, in the air, in light, in
dark, heat and cold so beautiful and intricate.” The biodiversity that is her garden allows a connection
to the great ecological communities and we are invited to participate in them. The author takes us
back to post war London and her childhood memories of finding tiny pockets of living green spaces
amidst a gritty, industrial cityscape. Yet, in the spirit of inclusivity that permeates this collection,
Thompson finds an integrity even in these forlorn places that exist “as little pockets in the middle of
suburbia: the towpaths along the Thames...tiny parks that had once been the gardens of private
homes; little country lanes that had been cut off, like ox-bow lakes, from the rest of the world when
new highways slashed straight across country...”
Thompson chronicles her coming to Canada and living in remote places including northern British
Columbia before settling on Vancouver Island where she currently resides. Each of the special places
she called home is associated with memorable animal encounters. In the essay “Peacocks and Lilies,”
for Instance, Thompson once again blurs the lines between domestic and wild, urban and wilderness.
The encounters with the large raucous and showy birds that inhabit her neighbourhood capture the
author’s ability to individualize an animal life as a particularity, a relationality embedded in that place
at that time. The peacocks were part of the neighbourhood in which she purchased a home and she is
able to render the birds as subjects larger than peacock, but personalities so the individual, the unique
is revealed. The peacock’s life is a wholeness inherent in its totality of experience in that place and
Thompson is able to communicate that through her writing. When tragedy strikes and an uncaring
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neighbour is suspected in the mysterious disappearance of the peacock named Percy, the loss is
palpable. The life of the birds, their consciousness if you will, extends far beyond their feathers into
the homes and lives of the people in the neighbourhood. The loss is keenly felt.
The birds, cats, dogs, beavers, and goats that figure so greatly in the writer’s life serve to remind us
that language can help us re-vision our place in the living world and in communities that include
animal others. The essays contained in this collection are accessible to all; they call up common
experiences and provoke reflection on experiences in our own lives with animal others. I believe
Thompson’s collection will be useful in my own work of leading young readers and writers to think
more deeply about the places they dwell in and the living landscapes that surround them. The essays
contained in Adrift on the Ark emphasize, above all, community—a community that is enriched if it is
inclusive and makes room for other voices, other presences, if it is expanded to include all life. Each
essay is a testament to a mutual sharing of subjectivities and moves us toward a relational
consciousness, resulting in the beginning of empathy, care and compassion. Just what is called for in
our troubled times.
PATRICK HOWARD is an Associate Professor of Education at Cape Breton University, Nova Scotia.

Dianne Chisholm

Taking Back Our Spirits: Indigenous Literature, Public Policy, and Healing by JO-ANN
EPISKENEW
University of Manitoba Press 2009 $27.95

Reviewed by CHERYL LOUSLEY
In her discussion of Daniel David Moses’s play Almighty Voice and His Wife, Jo-Ann Episkenew notes
that “colonial agricultural policies do not normally provide the inspiration for literary works.” But
Episkenew is not content with what is “normally” done in literature or literary criticism. The strength
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of her book lies in its focus on the connections between policy, social practice, literature, and the
healing of personal and social trauma. The book will be an excellent and accessible text to assign for
context and analysis when teaching First Nations literature, and its well-rounded approach could also
serve as a useful model for ecocritical scholarship.
Episkenew’s research is framed by a commitment to community. She explains in the introduction that
she “recently attended a national meeting of Indigenous scholars and observed that our common
preoccupation was our need to dedicate ourselves to helping our communities heal from historic
injustice and the trauma it has caused.” Her book is both an examination of the role literature can play
in healing in Indigenous communities, and a model of a literary criticism oriented towards healing.
Healing has not been a key normative principle for reading and evaluation of literature. Episkenew
contrasts the prominence of healing within Indigenous literary practices to other minority literatures
which can be more “intensely political,” such as Chicano theatre among migrant farm workers, and to
the dominant literary focus on aesthetics. Giving priority to healing rather than aesthetics is often a
deliberate choice of an Indigenous author, Episkenew writes. Shirley Sterling, author of the young
adult novel My Name is Seepeetza, which is dedicated to “all those who went to residential schools,”
“deliberately sacrificed status in academic and literary circles to increase accessibility,” in recognition
of the low literacy rates among those who suffered in the educational system. Others, such as Maria
Campbell, did not set out to be writers at all, but turned to writing as a process for personal healing.
Campbell’s Halfbreed, published in 1973, was so influential, Episkenew argues, because it articulated a
new personal myth that allowed Campbell to “lift the burden of self-loathing from her own shoulders
and from the shoulders of other Indigenous readers who might have experienced the same feelings.”
Halfbreed relocated the dislocated Campbell within Indigenous community and provided an
eyewitness account that countered the exclusion of Indigenous experiences in the Canadian national
myth of benign and peaceful settlement.
Personal healing is not individual but social in this perspective, and narrative similarly a link between
the personal and the social. Episkenew explains that, “By enabling readers to see their lives and their
experiences reflected back to them in the form of narrative, Indigenous literature transforms its
readers from individuals often living in isolation to members of a larger community of shared stories.”
A narrative can enable readers or listeners to make sense of events and find validation for their
feelings, thus helping to ease the sense of extreme disempowerment experienced by so many
Indigenous people.
This social dimension of narrative is clearly political in Episkenew’s framework, as the “making public”
of Indigenous stories is crucial for both justice and healing. Indigenous literature in English speaks to
Indigenous and non-Indigenous audiences. Episkenew describes it as a public intervention in the
policy discourses and practices that have dislocated and traumatized Indigenous people: it reveals to
settler culture its pathological structures and explains for Indigenous people some of the conditions
behind their suffering. But her focus on the healing qualities of narrative (also recognizing, along with
Thomas King and Basil Johnston, that stories can be dangerous and damaging, too) is part of an
argument that politics without healing will not enable resilient communities: communities that have
the capacity to thrive and grow, without which political self-determination is impossible. Healing
provides a framework for Indigenous literature not just as a response to trauma, but also as
foundational to Indigenous conceptions of family, community, and well-being.
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Episkenew’s method of analysis can be illustrated by a return to Almighty Voice and His Wife—the play
with the unlikely beginnings in colonial agricultural policy. Moses’s play offers a new perspective on a
historical figure with mythic status among the Cree communities of Saskatchewan. Kisê-manitô-wêw
escaped from detention from the North-West Mounted Police in 1895, and eluded recapture for two
years, a wanted poster circulating that offered a $500 reward for information leading to his arrest. He
died alongside his cousin and brother-in-law in a battle that pitched the three young men against
“twenty-four NWMP, an artillery team with a nine-pound gun, and hundreds of settlers.” Celebrated
as a heroic figure of resistance, Kisê-manitô-wêw appears as a mere ordinary mortal in Moses’s play
through the dialogues with his young and feisty wife, White Girl. Traumatized by residential schooling,
White Girl mimics the racist attitudes of the colonial teachers until Almighty Voice develops the
language and understanding to respond and resist. Moses thus repositions the heroic Kisê-manitôwêw as an ordinary person caught up with other Indigenous people in oppressive social practices and
who learn to adapt and prevail. For Episkenew, the play re-enacts a process of resistance and recovery
that can re-inspire and help heal the audience.
Episkenew contextualizes the play by identifying and explaining the colonial policies on Indigenous
agriculture and education that criminalized Kisê-manitô-wêw and traumatized White Girl. The
historical events begin when Kisê-manitô-wêw is arrested for shooting his father’s steer as food for the
community at a time of hunger—an illegal act because the crown retained ownership of all the
agricultural tools and stock supplied under the terms of Treaties One, Two, and Four, and because the
steer was designated breeding stock not food animal, thus ineligible for slaughter. But due to past laws
that restricted freedom of movement, Kisê-manitô-wêw could not leave the reserve to hunt for wild
game, which was becoming scarce in any case. The incident thus exposes another set of the
convoluted colonial cultural assumptions, policies, and practices that have governed Indigenous
people, and of which non-Indigenous people in Canada still remain remarkably unaware. It also
provides a glimpse of a historical re-configuration of ecological practices through emerging policy
regimes and cultural myths.
In bringing together policy, literary practices, and personal and social healing, Episkenew places
literature within a broader socio-cultural movement, much as ecocritics do. Her historically, culturally,
and psychologically nuanced approach thus offers a literary model for others in other fields. But
ecocritics would also do well to take up what is surely the complementary task to Episkenew’s analysis
of the restorative powers and political intervention of Indigenous literature, namely the role
Indigenous and non-Indigenous literature might play in not only exposing but also healing or curing
what Episkenew calls the pathological aspects of dominant myths, identities, and practices.
CHERYL LOUSLEY is a SSHRC Postdoctoral Fellow and Carson Fellow at the Rachel Carson Center,
Ludwig Maximilians University, Munich, Germany (www.rachelcarsoncenter.de).

Innovation, Science, Environment – Special Edition: Charting Sustainable
Development in Canada, 1987-2007 edited by GLEN TONER and JAMES
MEADOWCROFT
McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2009 $29.95
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Reviewed by LORELEI L. HANSON
I chose to review this book because I was intrigued to see how frank the authors would be about the
general failure of the Canadian government to advance sustainable development (SD). I knew this to
be the case through first-hand experience, as in a previous reincarnation I was a regional sustainable
development coordinator with Health Canada. This book was a satisfying read because it is a volume
that provides a critical analysis of the underperformance of the federal government on moving the SD
agenda forward, and balances this with an assessment of the successful initiatives that surfaced in
spite of the general lack of political will to integrate SD into the government’s operations. The authors
are candid but fair in their evaluations and as such the book offers great insight into the variable
manifestations SD has taken over the past two decades federally, and the obstacles that emerged to
stymie a “sustainability culture shift” within Canada.
From a contemporary perspective many are somewhat jaded about SD, but when the concept first
became popularized in the late 1980s, there was an excited buzz about it being the catalyst to propel
the environment onto centre stage. At the time Canada was the most advanced nation internationally
in terms of SD, and was basking in the glory of being a key player in the work of the World Commission
on Environment and Development (out of which emerged the Brundtland Report), in the pioneering
work of the National Task Force on Environment and Economy, and the hosting of the Toronto
Conference on the Changing Atmosphere, a forum supported by Gro Harlem Brundtland and Brian
Mulroney, and attended by over 300 policy makers and scientists. Emerging out of the Toronto
conference was a public declaration that “humanity is conducting an unintended, uncontrolled,
globally pervasive experiment whose ultimate consequence could be second only to a global nuclear
war.” Given such a promising beginning, the obvious question is how did Canada come to thwart the
transformative agenda initially associated with SD, such that it now lags significantly behind so many
other jurisdictions on environmental policy and regulatory standards?
Through the twelve chapters of this volume, Canadian experts on SD examine the multiple factors that
led to the failures of the federal government to maintain the momentum that initially surrounded SD.
The volume begins with a definition of the concept of SD, a brief comparison of Canada’s historical SD
trajectory with the progress found in other nations like Sweden, and a critical discussion of some of
the more common critiques of the concept. As an introductory chapter, the deconstruction of SD is
cursory yet sufficient to provide a context for critical examinations of the concept provided in
subsequent chapters. Chapter 2 extends the introduction of SD by offering an overview of what
happened in Canada following the work of the World Commission on Environment and Development.
A summary of largely national events and activities that drew attention away from a focus on the
environment and SD is provided, as well as a list of key initiatives required to move the national SD
agenda forward. Next the volume provides detailed insight into the institutionalization of SD in
Canada, a chapter that provides a report card of sorts on the advances and setbacks in SD made by
the Mulroney, Chrétien and Harper governments. This historical case study provides insight into the
cumulative impact of the neglect, often benign but at times overt, of SD institutionally by successive
governments and public servants. As one telling example of such oversight, in Canada we have yet to
develop metrics to measure what little success in SD has occurred over the past two decades.
Chapters four, five and six provide a more in-depth discussion of national SD governance structures
and how they have failed in better promoting and institutionalizing SD. In chapter four Ann Dale
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discusses the need for greater horizontal movement and integration of SD, as well as the creation of
flexible governance structures that can respond to the different contexts within which SD should
emerge. Unfortunately, as is revealed in chapter five, the public issue attention cycles and short-term
electoral cycles work against a concerted effort by governments to fully integrate SD into decision
making structures, programs and policies. Chapter six discusses the uneven and regional nature of
natural resource endowments, environmental and economic impacts and political party influence
across Canada and how they play a key mediating role in the development of a national SD strategy.
Chapters seven and eight provide case studies of education for sustainable development and an
examination of corporate Canada’s integration of SD. In spite of signing international commitments
aimed at advancing education for sustainable development (ESD), very little commitment to ESD has
been demonstrated at the national level, as shown by the meager amount of funding directed toward
such initiatives. There have been more positive gains made in the corporate sector in implementing SD
particularly by mid and small-sized businesses undertaking international business ventures in foreign
resource-based industries. However, much more work is required to integrate SD into the high
technology, manufacturing and service sectors.
The final chapters provide an in-depth evaluation of four national SD institutions and their variable
successes at moving the SD agenda forward. Chapter nine provides a detailed examination of the
National Roundtable on the Environment and Economy’s history, transitions in structure and its
struggles, highlighting both the key to its successes and how it fundamentally remains disconnected
from and has never strategically managed to partner with the bureaucracy. Similarly chapter eleven
focuses on the Commissioner of the Environment and Sustainable Development’s (CESD) limited
effectiveness in moving its mandate forward. CESD’s lack of autonomy has stymied its responsiveness
and because it has remained inward focused it has done little to promote activities directed at
influencing the behaviour of Canadians. In contrast, as chapter ten highlights, the International
Institute on Sustainable Development, in spite of a major transition from being an expenditure to a
revenue-driven enterprise, has used its entrepreneurial culture to create a very successful policy
research and communications organization. Sustainable Development Technology Canada also has
been effective in disbursing funding to enterprises that develop and demonstrate new technologies
that have the potential to advance SD.
Overall this volume does a very good job of providing a historical overview of Canada’s promotion and
integration of SD nationally. It demonstrates how in many cases governmental response in Canada to
public concern for the environment has been largely shallow and short-lived, failing to produce
progressive responsive regulatory activity, institutional innovations and environment/economy
relationships that can ensure the long-term integration of SD. Indeed, in many cases the existing fiscal
regimes embed powerful incentives that work against environmental sustainability. But it also traces
the outline of the initiatives that have advanced the SD agenda and how they managed to do that in a
largely unsupportive national context. Depending on one’s interests, many of the individual chapters
provide insightful assessments of various SD strategies and would be useful in courses dealing with
Canadian environmental politics, management and planning. Finally, collectively the chapters provide
a complex understanding of SD as a national project still waiting to be realized in Canada.
LORELEI HANSON is an Assistant Professor in Environmental Studies at Athabasca University. She has a
long-standing interest in the application of critical understandings of place in the analysis of current
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environmental issues and the transformation of the Canadian prairie landscape. Her current research
focuses on conservation land trusts, the environmental history of environmental activism in Alberta,
and deliberative democracy and climate change in Alberta. She recently returned from Cuba where
she examined the amazing advances that country has made with respect to advancing organic
agriculture and permaculture.

SOME HIGH-QUALITY GRASS
The Marram Grass: Poetry and Otherness by ANNE SIMPSON
Gaspereau Press, 2009. $26.95

Reviewed by OWEN PERCY
If poetry is a life-long apprenticeship to language (and to humanity itself), The Marram Grass is Anne
Simpson’s dissertation. By apprenticeship I hope not to connote sophomoricism, naivety, or
competence yet-to-be-developed, but rather the opposite: humility in the face of life-long learning
and an unending struggle with infinite concepts like metaphor, representation, and otherness in which
a poet might never confidently and finally claim the upper hand despite the many fortunate triumphs
readers might recognize in their poems. This collection of essays examines the concept of otherness
and the potential of poetry to evoke and embody it as a matter of course in a world that has begun to
ignore the otherness that language is always already invoking in us as we live by it. This book is often a
personal treatise—Simpson’s own hand-drawn sketches are speckled throughout the texts—which
often returns to the context of the speaker’s daily hikes in and around Antigonish County, Nova Scotia.
But The Marram Grass is far from one poet’s story. It is, rather, an impassioned celebration of
multiplicity, plurality, contradiction, and connection that demonstrates and encourages an acute
ecological awareness of otherness as part of our various ways of being-in-the-world.
The book’s excellent opening essay, “A Hundred and Fifty Psalms at Twilight,” works to emphasize
what Simpson calls “the thresholding nature of poetry” by drawing undeniable connections between
language and the natural environment. She argues that we have become alienated from both, and
have, thus, continued to make the mistake of naturalizing and thereby reducing them to their usevalues. By making this mistake with language, “we may have gradually erased the ways of knowing
that are of the body and sundered the connections we have to all that is around us. The very fabric of
our thinking has been torn away, frayed from the land, from the wild.” Understandably, then, Simpson
suggests that “[i]n order to talk about the wild, we may need another way of speaking… Or perhaps
we simply need to expand our notion of language.” This is not to say that we must reinvent language,
but that we must rediscover what it holds within it, and we must recognize that our staunch and
convinced reliance upon ‘ “correct” grammar is itself an investment in the myth of order and
anthropocentrism. Poetry, she thus argues, can embody the language of the wild—it can disturb these
anthropocentric conceptions of order; it can “exist [...] somewhere between order and chaos” and
offer us a threshold from which to view and experience multiple perspectives simultaneously.
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The second essay, “Season of Ice,” begins with a shamanic journey in search of spiritual and
intellectual enlightenment that quickly falters and becomes an examination of metaphor as an artistic
construction. Simpson suggests that metaphor, which she sees as always “necessarily open” and
perpetually representative of “what-could-be,” is the central building block towards an engaged
relationship with the world and a correspondingly engaged poetics. Simpson relates her particular
understanding of metaphor to an anecdote about the suicide of a local teenager and her own flailing
attempts to write poetically about it. It is, I think, the collection’s most prescient and probing essay,
and it concludes with the resulting poem, “A Woman, An Owl, A Boy” from her 2007 collection Quick.
The following essay, “Looking at Paintings,” indirectly extends the discussion by exploring the potential
of the visual triptych, ekphrasis, and the long poem to access a kind of double vision of the world
which engages the thrust of metaphor itself: it allows us to see what it sees, but also what it might
see. This kind of seeing thus acknowledges the otherness of its potential gazes, and makes us all,
again, “participants in the possible.”
When Simpson switches generic gears in “The Dark Side of Fiction’s Moon” she nonetheless maintains
her poet’s eye for the universal within the specific and vice versa. In her analysis of unheimlich
doppelgängers in the fiction of Dostoevsky, Nabokov, Wilde, Poe, Saramago and others, she is able to
pinpoint the ways in which such sudden and surprising doubleness strikes fear into the hearts of
protagonists by throwing open the “Pandora’s box of the self,” which they had assumed to have had
locked up and in order. She then ties this discussion to the story of her own involvement in resisting
the construction of a liquefied natural gas project planned for the Goldboro area of Guysborough
County, Nova Scotia and her own sudden realization that the land upon which the project might be
built has the terrifying potential to become its own Other—a grotesque doppelgänger of its present
self. The essay troubles the notion of otherness only by underlining the importance of understanding
it as an omnipresent absence of what we—and our world—could always possibly become. The only
threat in otherness, then, is in denying that it is a part of our selves to begin with.
Simpson’s personal essay on Elizabeth Bishop, “World at Play,” should be read by anyone skeptical of
the current fundraising drive to preserve Al Purdy’s A-frame home in Ameliasburgh, Ontario (see
www.alpurdy.ca). Simpson’s reflections on the time she spent at the Bishop House in Great Village,
Nova Scotia, are exemplary of what such residencies are capable of fostering, and why they are so
important to future generations of readers and writers alike. (Simply being afforded time in the house,
for example, allows Simpson to feel “as though [she]’d been plunked down inside [Bishop’s]
imagination”). The essay, in many ways, embodies an echo of Simpson’s thinking on doubleness in
“The Dark Side of Fiction’s Moon” as it discusses Bishop’s verse in terms that could easily be used to
describe Simpson’s own poetry. The author writes, “Bishop indulges in play while being conversant
with, and mindful of, poetic form. Her work is as rigorous as it is playful, deeply engaged as it is
freewheeling: this dichotomy sharpens our understanding of it” (107). Simpson is able to show that
Bishop’s art (like her own, though she never makes the connection herself) is never one merely of
losing, but one of collecting and collage that productively thresholds itself somewhere between order
and chaos, language and silence.
The closing essay, “Waterwords,” is one that appropriately revels in “abundance” as it explodes the
seemingly binary relationship between form and its Other. In quoting from the Buddhist Heart Sutra
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which extols that “form is emptiness, emptiness is form,” Simpson immediately recognizes “the
twofold thinking of poetry” which requires creativity, imagination, and an inherent compassion for the
Other upon whom we are always, as readers/selves, reliant. Her thinking and writing in this essay is at
its most socially engaged and ecological; she manages to competently and convincingly relate
terrorism and child prostitution to the general failure of acknowledging the world beyond its apparent
use-value. In a very general sense, then, Simpson understands that “[f]orm and emptiness can be seen
as part of a web of reciprocity, each unfolding the otherness that appears to be its opposite.” For
those of us who want to believe that poetry can somehow save or at least improve the world, this is a
comforting argument.
It is perhaps for this very reason, then, that I cannot shake the feeling that I am not The Marram
Grass’s best audience. Indeed, the shame of this book, I think, is that it is not likely to get itself into
the hands of those who need to read it. It is specialized, and somewhat technical, and its vocabulary is
that of the poet and scholar. This is not to say, certainly, that Simpson is preaching ineffectively to the
converted—the range of thinkers and thinking on poetry, language, and the environment that
Simpson corrals here is enough to humble and enlighten any reader and student of the humanities.
(Over the course of only a few pages in “Season of Ice,” for example, she calls upon Nietzsche, John
Locke, Thomas Hobbes, Aristotle, Federico Garcia Lorca, Tim Lilburn, I.A. Richards, Paul Celan, Maurice
Merleau-Ponty, and Paul Ricoeur to contextualize her understanding of metaphor.) If anything, the
book threateningly exposes the historical and cultural interconnectedness of words and worlds that
we have collectively allowed ourselves to forget in the interest of convenience and capital-driven
progress; it makes the case for both poetry and ecological responsibility (both of which must come at
the cost of economic profit under the current systems) nearly undeniable. In the end, The Marram
Grass is one of Canada’s finest poets thinking; one of its most consistently successful writers humbly
herself learning. It is a rich and fruitful pleasure to learn along with her, but the trick, now, is to get the
book into the hands of those whom it might shock more wholly into its realizations.
OWEN PERCY recently defended his PhD in Canadian literature in the Department of English at the
University of Calgary.

Brian Bartlett
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EVERYTHING BUT THE TRUTH
Galore by MICHAEL CRUMMEY
McClelland & Stewart, 2009 $32.95

Reviewed by ROBYN READ
Michael Crummey’s latest novel Galore was a finalist for the 2009 Governor General’s Award and this
year won the Commonwealth Writers Prize for best book in the Canadian and Caribbean region. Since
its release last fall and the numerous literary accolades it has since received, Galore has been
discussed and reviewed as a fiction that manages to weave in some actual Newfoundland history.
Reviewers understand it to be about politics, about religion, about fishing, about love, and about
family. But, perhaps most significantly, Crummey has written a tribute to the Rock, an already-iconic
Newfoundland book, but one that is not simply or solely about one particular protagonist, one family,
or even one generation. As we might gather from its title, or, as Crummey states himself in his
Random House interview in Book Lounge, the novel is one of “expansiveness.” It is a book about the
richness of storytelling, the vast number of people a story can involve or affect, and the polyphony of
perspectives from which a story can be told. There is no singular Truth to any story; to quote Thomas
King, “the truth about stories is that’s all we are.”
In Galore’s closely-knit coastal community of Paradise Deep, gossip and rumour flourish quickly and
grow, moss-like, over the face of the bare fact as the most viral forms of fiction. So although the novel
opens with a typical family tree, Crummey troubles any simplistic, linear, or literal genealogy by
heaping folklore, myth, and tall tale onto its branches. This tree, budding and blooming from
nineteenth to twentieth century, bears multiple generations of the Devine and Sellers families. The
Devines are Irish Catholic cod fishermen, the Sellers, English Protestant merchants. The tip of this tree
is split by the refusal of a marriage proposal made by the head patriarch of the Sellers line, King-Me,
to a woman who comes to be known as Devine’s Widow. Despite the grudge borne of this slighting—
one sworn eternally between the two—there eventually comes a marriage between their children,
and, further down the line, a forbidden love affair and a child born out of wedlock whose true
parentage is kept secret.
However, the novel does not begin in the highest branches of the adjoining family trees, but rather by
focusing on a startling, uncanny birth. Judah, an albino character of undetermined age and horrific
odor, crowns from the belly of a beached whale that is being scavenged for meat and blubber by the
Deep’s residents. The community at first shuns him as an omen or an Other, but it turns out he is
possessed of a charm that begins to attract the cod in numbers that the town’s starving fishermen
have not seen in years; he is true magic for a community that has fallen upon hard times and has often
had to make do. When one’s connection to the landscape itself, the ocean and its bounty (or lack
thereof), is accepted as unpredictable, the people dependent upon their environment for resources
begin to believe and invest in prayer, politicking, the phenomenal, and the phantasmagoric. Galore is
full of seers and wanderers, cures and curses—and ghosts, of course. One such story: Martin and
Virtue Gallery are happily married, but for years are unable to have children. Then, suddenly, their
luck changes and Virtue becomes pregnant, although Martin (aided by alcohol) begins to doubt that
she has lived up to her name. Tragedy ensues, but not even death prevents the distrusting Martin
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from hovering by his wife’s side.
Crummey states that, with this book, he was “trying to escape the tyranny of the fact.” The result is a
novel that is magic realist, richly complex, and emphatically palimpsestic; readers will continue to
gather stories about characters introduced early in the novel as more and more new characters are
introduced. In addition to archival research on the origins of Newfoundland, Crummey sought out
friends and fellow Newfoundlanders who could share with him other strange, often unbelievable tales
that perhaps hadn’t been preserved as History per se. Crummey spins Galore out of both the histories
(static, recorded, or well-known) and the stories (fluid, inherited, and told orally) of a place that is
both tangible and intangible, and into an extraordinary, epic, and intensely readable novel.
ROBYN READ is the Acquiring Editor for Freehand Books, the literary imprint of Broadview Press
located in Calgary. She recently defended her PhD in Canadian Literature in the Department of English
at the University of Calgary.

THE ECOLOGIES OF MARGARET ATWOOD
The Year of the Flood by MARGARET ATWOOD
McClelland & Stewart, 2009 $32.99

Reviewed by KIT DOBSON
What more can be said about Margaret Atwood’s Year of the Flood? Much ink has been spilled already
over this book. It has been extensively reviewed in all corners, and the reviews have been mixed.
Jeannette Winterson, writing in The New York Times, notes that “not everything in the novel works,”
but that Atwood is such a great writer that some of the less-functional moments shouldn’t give us
much pause (although I’m left wondering how one of the two main characters, Ren, escapes her
captors, among other things). Jane Shilling, reviewing for the UK’s Telegraph, states that although the
novel is a “remarkable feat of the imagination,” it is nevertheless “curiously untouching.” Perhaps the
most telling statement comes from Robert Macfarlane in the UK’s Times: “it’s difficult to know,” he
writes, “how Atwood intends her book to work.” Is it a black comedy? An ecological call to arms? In
typically Atwoodian fashion, the message is ambiguous.
And then there’s Atwood’s ongoing spat with the science fiction community. This disagreement goes
back, ultimately, to her 1985 novel The Handmaid’s Tale, but came into focus around the 2003 novel
Oryx and Crake. The Year of the Flood is, sort of, a sequel to Oryx and Crake—or at least it uses some
of the same characters and plot elements—and the issue of genre therefore surfaces again here. In an
interview in the New Scientist, Atwood said of her 2003 novel that it “is not science fiction.” Instead,
she suggests, “it is fact within fiction,” or else speculative fiction. Ursula K Le Guin, the belle dame of
science fiction, weighed in on the genre of the new book in The Guardian, where she alleges that
Atwood uses an “arbitrarily restrictive definition” of science fiction that “seems designed to protect
her novels from being relegated to a genre still shunned by hidebound readers, reviewers and prizeawarders.” Ultimately, Le Guin “feel[s] obliged to respect” Atwood’s argument, but it has been a clear
point of tension for navigating the recent Atwood.
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What should not be lost in the evaluative judgments and literary hair-splitting between science fiction
and speculative fiction, though, is the ecological dimension to The Year of the Flood. In this novel—
which is set both before and after a “waterless flood” has devastated what is left of humankind’s
corporate-run civilization—a sect of devotees called God’s Gardeners strive to resuscitate a portion of
the world from the vantage point of their rooftop gardens. Their spirituality is an unusual mix of
scientific reason and Judeo-Christian religiosity that plays out through the lives of Ren—who joins the
Gardeners at a young age with her mother, only to later leave them to return to the corporate
compound of her youth, before ending up as an exotic dancer in a sex club—and Toby, who is saved by
the Gardeners from the exploitations of both work and labour, but later sent into exile when danger
returns. The Gardeners prepare for a pandemic set to wash over humankind and eliminate most of the
species, and, as a warning in this time of the bizarre H1N1 scare, their prophecies prove to be true.
The question of who survives the brutal world of disease, technology run amok, and corporate control
in the absence of government structures—and why they survive—provides much of the structure of
the novel.
Many readers seem to wonder what to make of the Gardeners. Are they to be taken seriously? Are
they misdirected in their beliefs? Are they oddball zealots? In the acknowledgments section Atwood
describes them as a “cult,” a rather negative term, and Adam One, their leader, gives speeches that
continually prompt responses of ironic detachment. And yet the book tour for the novel seems to take
the hymns of the Gardeners—interspersed throughout the novel—as dead serious, with performances
by local artists in order to reduce the tour’s carbon footprint (and with Atwood acting as narrator).
Indeed, the Gardeners’ refusal of meat and eco-conscious beliefs—all of which are treated with a
certain amount of irony—seem to be echoed on the book’s website, where Atwood (or her crack team
of publicists) note(s) the following of her approach to the tour: “the author is taking the VegiVows for
the duration of the trip, with the exception of non-avian and non-mammalian bioforms once a week.
Like the Gardeners, however, she will permit eggs, viewed as a sort of nut.” I can only imagine that
Atwood takes the Gardeners’ eco-living practices quite seriously, but that she is also aware of the
inherent ironies involved in such seriousness (for example, the Gardeners’ practice of shunning the
written word obviously reflects back on Atwood’s own practices). The ironic detachment enables
Atwood to thrive on her abundant wit and keep the novel from simply being a moral fable, while still
allowing the text’s warnings of our possible ecological endpoints to emerge.
The novel’s continuation of the narrative strands of Oryx and Crake is also crucial. Whereas my reading
of the earlier novel led me to see it as particularly concerned with (bio)technologies and the logic of
our current scientific pursuits through the male characters of Jimmy and Glenn, The Year of the Flood
complements the earlier book by focusing on two female characters who live outside of the corporate
compounds, thereby providing a link to what is left of the ecological world. Atwood noted in a recent
CBC interview that she is planning an additional novel to connect to these two, so the cliff-hanger
ending may receive completion in the future. By turns funny, ironic, imaginative, and earnest—and
always concerned with the environment and the destruction that humans wreak—Atwood’s latest is
an intricate head-scratcher. I will be fascinated to see what arguments the literary community is able
to make with it.
KIT DOBSON is an Assistant Professor of Canadian Literature at Mount Royal University, Calgary. His
first book, Transnational Canadas: Anglo-Canadian Literature and Globalization was published by
Wilfrid Laurier UP in 2009.
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GETTING DIRTY
Baptism by Mud by ROD SCHUMACHER
Kalamalka Press, 2009 $10.00

Reviewed by JENNY KERBER
To call Rod Schumacher’s Baptism by Mud a travel narrative doesn’t entirely do justice to the
imaginative breadth of the work. But it is a travel narrative nonetheless, one wherein the nameless
(though semi-autobiographical?) narrator, a disillusioned literature professor, embarks on a solo trip
starting in the Interior of British Columbia and arriving at Grasslands National Park in southern
Saskatchewan. Facing a broken family, career stagnation, and a marriage on the brink, the narrator
goes soul-searching, following a centuries-old path laid down by monks, mystics, and pilgrims into a
land that promises to strip body and mind to bare essentials. Along the way readers are treated to a
host of literary references and allusions–Chaucer and Shakespeare make appearances, as do Hopkins,
Eliot, Wordsworth, and Thoreau–along with thoughtful meditations on everything from prairie
economics, to genetic engineering, to native and introduced species and their ecological impacts upon
the region. Structurally, the book skillfully braids three narratives into one: we glean the private
history of a middle-class family stretched to the seams by addiction and other problems, the public
history of two provinces blessed by nature and cursed by short-term greed, and a story of a hiking trip
in high summer to one of Canada’s newest national parks.
Schumacher also frequently takes his writing in more experimental directions, including dashes of
poetry and other forms of word play beneath which lurk serious sentiments. For example, the text’s
description of irrigation in the Frenchman River Valley employs language that is half dictionary
definition, half pep rally cheer to highlight the fine lines between cool logic and absurdity in attempts
to limit the impact of climate with engineering:
Estimate: 50 gallons a shot X 12 shots per minute X 10 cannons per regiment X 4 regiments per
field.
Calculate: 24,000 gallons a minute. 1,440,000 gallons an hour.
Speculate: Who has more fun than people!
Hallucinate!
Upon crossing a Texas gate into Grasslands Park, however, the narrator enters both a “different kind of
history” and a different kind of geography, where “all relationships must run the risks of intimacy” and
where one must look in inches, not miles. Eventually, after a series of misadventures including sun and
wind burn, countless mosquito bites, and slipping off a collapsed ledge into the Frenchman where he
is unceremoniously “baptized by mud,” the narrator finds a measure of hope upon reaching the
spectacular Seventy Mile Butte overlooking the surrounding plains.
While narrative trajectories of this kind will be familiar (perhaps exceedingly so) to readers of what
Greg Garrard calls the “backpacker” school of ecocriticism, Schumacher is too smart a writer either to
fall back on easy sentiment or to characterize the wilderness pilgrimage as a triumph of masculinity.
Two chief qualities keep the text’s metaphoric feet firmly planted on the ground. First, the narrator is
openly skeptical about the possibility of finding personal or planetary redemption in wilderness-based
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environmentalism. The rivers in this part of Saskatchewan may offer opportunities for reflection, he
remarks, but it’s not reflection of the narcissistic variety: “If rivers are the liquid pathways of nature’s
body, then this [the Frenchman] has to be the lower colon.”
Secondly, the text displays a fine ear for humour–both in its descriptions of prairie settings and people
and in the narrator’s ability to laugh at his own expense. I found myself chuckling over small details
such as his vain attempts to suck in his belly in the presence of two fit, tanned young women in the
Grasslands warden’s office, or his selection of “Silver Tip, the high-tech snake whacker” from behind
the rink at Val Marie, where former New York Islander great Bryan Trottier’s jersey hangs as high as
the Canada flag. The response to his request for “something with lots of vegetables” in a small dirttown café, and adventures counting traffic with an Alberta Highways employee near the “asshole of
Alberta” offer other moments of hilarity. The names given to geographical places in southern
Saskatchewan, the narrator says, are “pleasingly blunt and factual: Dirt Hills, Cactus Hills, Great Sand
Hills, Bad Hills […] No long vowels reaching for a moment of an azure hue which makes the best
philosophy untrue. What you see is what you get” (emphasis in original). If what we get is a writer like
Rod Schumacher to guide us through the Grasslands region, then we are lucky indeed; someone who
finds rebirth not by water, but by mud, seems a most appropriate guide to environmental ethics in an
era wherein creating change for the better involves getting one’s hands dirty. This book costs ten
bucks: buy it; read it—you won’t regret it.
JENNY KERBER is an Assistant Professor of English at the University of Toronto.

Lisa Szabo
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THE NATURE OF LANGUAGE, A LANGUAGE FOR NATURE
Animals of My Own Kind: New and Selected Poems by HARRY THURSTON
Signal Editions, 2009 $18.00

Reviewed by SUSIE DECOSTE
Harry Thurston’s new book of poetry, Animals of My Own Kind: New and Selected Poems, explores
affinities with topography, flora, fauna, and humanity, and is a humbling experience to read.
Containing poems from six previously published collections, plus twelve new poems, Animals is a fine
introduction to the poet’s work for new readers. Many of the poems are intensely interested in the
rugged “scrub and bedrock” of the Atlantic Provinces; they stray minimally from that particular locale
and landscape. Only in the series “Pacific Odes” from Thurston’s 2000 collection If Men Lived on Earth
does one find such exotic creatures as a marine iguana, a giant tortoise, and a red-billed tropic bird.
The “Pacific Odes” series is followed by the “Atlantic Elegy” series, which by title alone suggests that
the Pacific is perhaps to be celebrated while the Atlantic is to be lamented. The poem “Blue
Geography,” for instance, does describe a lamentable coastline with a description of the landscape as
shipwreck and carnage:
Mussel-blue islands, one for each day
of the year, now harbour freestone cellars,
eyeless lighthouses, the guttural of gulls.
islands like the capsized hulls of ships,
cat spruce scuttling on their barnacled bellies
like the survivors of some nameless wreck.
The sound in lines like these is just as evocative as the images the lines deliver. Interestingly, in a book
which is so fascinated by language and Atlantic geography, it is the Pacific marine iguana who “came
ashore / to bask and converse / in that dry dead language / known only to [its] kind.” Thurston’s
continuing engagement with the nature of language (and the language for nature) is one of the most
compelling elements of his poetry; and such engagement is most concentrated in the selections from
If Men Lived on Earth and the new poems.
In the compilation from If Men Lived on Earth, the speaker strives for a language for those who do not
speak; Thurston quotes Tomas Tranström as an epigraph for the poem “The Owl and the Mouse”:
“The wild does not have words… / Language, but no words.” Thurston’s speakers respect the natural
world as they are rendering it. In this poem, the owl prints language in snow: “On impact, the owl
made / angel wings, white and perfect as the living body, / every feather, every barbule, printed in the
new snow.” In the several instances where nature writes itself in these poems, the poet continues to
leave the agency in the hands of nature. In the “Acadian Marsh Suite,” for instance, the “Pit-a-wee
[…] / inscrib[es] circles of sound around our world.” The wind is said to speak “its ever-living
language.”
The rest of “Acadian Marsh Suite” raises questions about the appropriate relationship between
humans and nature. The child speaker is wholly sympathetic to readers, yet his selfish actions kill a
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fish that could have survived almost anything in nature, other than the boy. This boy, with his scientific
impulse, traps the fish in a mayonnaise jar in “wonder” and “possession.” There is no way one could
scold this young naturalist. Even as he holds it captive in a jar—its deathbed—he loves the fish; and
the boy is lovable, his innocence endearing. The boy in these poems is full of wonder at nature, but
this wonder leads him toward nature’s destruction. Perhaps over time, humans may be able to reflect
enough—as the poet does—to be able to see the effects of human curiosity on the natural world.
In the new poems, Thurston continues to explore both childhood and language. In the poem “The
Tuburcular Calf,” a young boy nurses “sickly calves” “one after another like a biblical plague,” but they
are sadly “dead within days.” After this period of calving, the barn empties and the boy reflects: “I
would have to learn a new language, / find meaning among animals of my own kind” now that the
calves he has fostered are gone. Here, I imagine him coming out of the barn, away from the shores
and the animals and the birds, toward me with poems in this new language. Because other animals
speak for themselves among themselves, the human animal turns to poetry, as the speaker does in
“Bifocals,” until “the far world / [is] made clear through the lens of words.”
SUSIE DECOSTE is a PhD candidate in Canadian literature at the University of Waterloo.

The Wayfinders, Why Ancient Wisdom Matters in the Modern World by WADE DAVIS
House of Anansi, 2009 $19.95

Reviewed by LINDY CLUBB
Remember the phrase “raising consciousness” ? This is what Wade Davis has been doing with his
books since he began collecting subject matters in the 1960's as the phrase first began making its
rounds. Wade Davis is a master storyteller who lives with and/or visits Indigenous people, learns
about them, and then translates for the uninitiated their illuminating relationship with the natural
world. He is a thoughtful Explorer-in-Residence for National Geographic while maintaining a residence
in British Columbia, his home province. From there, he navigates his way into remote nations,
returning with alliances, allegiances and alarming messages that counter our conviction of having a
monopoly on “potential” or evolution.
The Wayfinders, Why Ancient Wisdom Matters in the Modern World succeeds in its purpose, which is
to show us that preservation of cultural components like language and spiritual beliefs are as
important as conservation of physical habitat. How will our society respond? Assimilation of cultures
and homogeneity (with its attendant losses of values, beliefs and codes of conduct) submerge the
complex spiritual foundations that support a less material lifestyle. Technology has surfaced like a
tsunami from the sea to flood our former connections with the land.
Davis's fluid text is firmly based on a celebration of Indigenous cultures. The author's benevolent,
substantial and fascinating experiences form an important argument for protecting diversity and
divinity. The text was first aired on the 2009 Massey lectures, part of CBC Radio's Ideas broadcasts. I
stayed up late listening to this series and found it to be provocative, worthwhile and engaging.
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Ethnobotany, his speciality, is a study of the way people use plants, medicinally, nutritionally and
ceremonially. Davis is a rare scientist for taking the risk to interpret his observations and to share them
with the public. In his personal and professional global exploration of Indigenous land and sea-based
cultures, he uncovers a rich repository of Indigenous knowledge, essential kinships with nature, and
deep respect for plants and animals that includes fear and reverence. He delves into a history of the
pioneers in anthropology and offers a wide range of reading in his bibliography. Although he quotes
from those anthropologists who dismissed Indigenous peoples as “primitive,” Davis shares common
ground with those who hold a deep admiration for their discoveries.
Davis's own collection of works and their message of finding virtue in places and people we have
dismissed or overlooked because of colonial misconceptions are influential and attitude changing. The
Wayfinders in particular leaves readers questioning many Westerners present complacency, and it
directs readers to “the other voices of humanity” that might benefit the world. Davis balances his
assertion that “ in our lifetime half of the voices of humanity are being silenced” with the suggestion
that “ if human beings are the agents of cultural destruction, we can also be the facilitators of cultural
survival.” Supporting life on our fragile planet means giving up dominance and seeking diversity.
“Every language is an old growth forest of the mind, a watershed of thought, an ecosystem of spiritual
possibilities,” Davis claims in the early pages of The Wayfinders, yet the majority of the text describes
the rituals and actions of Indigenous communities. This technique gives us an involuted grasp of the
worth of other cultures without a formal dissection of grammar. Instead, Davis communicates to us
through convincing expressions of their ways of thinking, and their understanding of the places they
occupy.
Davis works well with words, although “flank” is coupled far too often with mountainous terrain.
Descriptions are accurate, plentiful, and lighten the darker visions of ethnocide: “ by their very
existence the diverse cultures of the world bear witness to the folly of those who say we cannot
change, as we all know we must, the fundamental manner in which we inhabit this planet.” He
describes cultural diversity through narratives of the artistry and integrity of Inuit people to the north,
the descendents of Polynesians to the west, the Penan people of Malaysia to the east, and the
Aborigines and Amazon Indians in the southern hemisphere, all of whom are able to interact with
their surroundings in inventive, adaptable and ingenious ways that result in the least harm to the
environment. His constant theme is one of the globe re/presented through the existence and
achievements of its people. The developing countries' consumptive practices do not trump the vein of
protection that courses through the cultures of other survival-based communities. “Development for
the vast majority of the peoples of the world has been a process in which the individual is torn from
his past, propelled into an uncertain future, only to secure a place on the bottom rung of an economic
ladder that goes nowhere,” Davis concludes. This kind of displacement of people and their languages
leads to political and social distress that cannot be denied, substituting fear and strife for security and
harmony. Davis sums up the differences between Westernized and Indigenous cultures: “a child raised
to believe that a mountain is the abode of a protective spirit will be a profoundly different human
being from a youth brought up to believe that a mountain is an inert mass of rock ready to be mined.”
He directs attention to industry, and uses as example in the Western world a call to preserve salmon
habitat and slopes in British Columbia “where no amount of methane gas, coal and copper can
compensate for the sacrifice of a place that can be the Sacred Headwaters of all Canadians.”
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It's this kind of attitude that should matter, one that inclusive of other languages and world views
works toward healing and acceptance of difference. Davis offers us the gifts, the lessons, and the
knowledges of Indigenous peoples who value natural life, who are confounded by Westerners lack of
generosity to one another and their spoiling of vital habitat. Having attended traditional ceremonies
with Ojibway people for over fifteen years, I find this accessible and contemporary book full of ancient
wisdom. Davis lends us a compass for the future.
LINDY CLUBB is a freelance writer living in Winnipeg and the volunteer
executive director of the Mixedwood Forest Society, a research and advocacy group in Manitoba. She
is a former volunteer for the Manitoba Writer's Guild and Prairie Fire magazine. She has published
reviews, interviews, articles and features in books, literary and commercial magazines, and
newspapers, in addition to radio and television series. The preservation and celebration of habitat is a
focus for her work, and she prefers to spend her time with biologists and traditional people.

Lisa Szabo

THE FIRST CAUSES: LIGHT, DUST, WIND, MOM & DAD, RAIN, SNOW, SKY, INSECTS,
GRASS, HORIZON, STORY
Small Beneath The Sky by LORNA CROZIER
Douglas & McIntyre, 2009 $28.95

Reviewed by MARY SCRIVER
These are the near-poems, near-prayers, that form the weft of Lorna Crozier’s book, Small Beneath
the Sky. Its weave is memoir, memories from growing up in Swiftcurrent, Saskatchewan, which is on
the way between where I live in Montana and Saskatoon where I served a congregation. I know these
places. She is no longer here, having achieved her tenured and well-earned reward in Victoria, British
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Columbia where she is an esteemed professor. This is the dream of most prairie academics.
Lorna likes lists. As soon as I moved to Saskatoon, I trotted over to the used bookstore and bought
local writer anthologies. Ever since then The Garden Going on Without Us, has actually been going
along with me, including the famous carrot poem, which comes from another poem list about
vegetables. I’m fond of the one about radishes who “if they had jobs, they’d be nurses who drive red
sports cars after work.” Apt and vivid metaphors are her hallmarks.
Poverty and hardship are not easy to write about because so many people write about the same thing.
Fathers who are alcoholic ne’er-do-wells are familiar. Wallace Stegner, who grew up not so far away,
addressed that father/mother puzzle (why do mothers stay with that kind of a man?) over and over in
his novels. Repetition compulsion? Yet Crozier’s second husband, Patrick Lane, who was also alcoholic,
somehow sobered up and is a respected poet. Does this marriage redeem that of Crozier’s childhood?
The pair co-edited an anthology about addiction. Each has an eponymous website:
www.lornacrozier.ca and www.patricklane.ca. I recommend the linked Joseph LaPlanta interview
about this book. It’s so good to hear Lorna’s humorous, flowing answers.
The harder issue is class. Growing up in a small town is duck soup if you’ve got status and money, but
strictly gristle if you don’t. The kernel of the memoir is a jousting match between pride and
humiliation. The heroine is Lorna’s mother who always has the hardy practicality to get through
anything. Lorna remembers fabulous childhood incidents like confronting a giant lizard in the
underground of the old house: her mother comes to the rescue with a butcher knife, stabs the reptile
and casts it into the blazing furnace. This is not rational. (There are no lizards in Swiftcurrent.) When
asked, her mother doesn’t remember it. Throughout the book the mother refuses to be pitiful, never
buckles under stress, and ends up (again in magical realist fashion), visiting Lorna at the Benedictine
monastery in Muenster (a consecrated place if there ever was one!) and again in a wheat field, also
surely sacred ground on the prairie.
Fathers are more difficult to grasp, but throughout the story there are flashes of redemption and
forgiveness. Teachers reach out and principals stand ready to intervene. In the wind-hardened prairie,
there is a fenced swimming pool that Lorna slips into alone at night in her Speedo with no bra
underneath, a secretive transgressor making waves all her own. But she is a life guard. Her own.
She says: “What I am trying to establish when I write is a movement back and forth between the
profound and the ordinary.” This strategy succeeds wonderfully when the ordinary is remembered
through child’s eyes, which Lorna never quite closed. Transcendence stands trembling in the leaves of
a giant wild cottonwood. Immanence erupts through light, dust, wind, mom & dad, rain, snow, sky,
insects, grass, horizon, story. A child may be small on the flat, alkaline Saskatchewan landscape but
growing up there can create a sweet, densely imagining, woman poet.
This is a beautifully produced book, pleasant to keep to hand alongside a reading chair or slip into a
pocket to read while resting on a walk. But it’s form, short pieces of writing, would make it also a good
eBook to read on the likes of iPhone where it could be accompanied by photos or artwork. In fact, I
think the form comes from writing poetry and from the practice of selling short pieces of memoir as
essays in magazines. However it was created, the deepest forces were literary. We are grateful.
MARY STRACHAN SCRIVER has been a minister on the prairies and teacher on the Blackfeet
Reservation. She is now retired to Valier, Montana, a village of 350 at the edge of the reservation. Her
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paternal family farmed in northern Manitoba.

The River Returns: An Environmental History of the Bow by CHRISTOPHER
ARMSTRONG, MATTHEW EVENDEN, H.V. NELLES
McGill-Queens UP $49.95

Reviewed by HARRY VANDERVLIST
Is it possible to write the history, or the biography even, of a river? Despite the seeming challenges of
defining and giving voice to an entity in flux that famously can’t even be stepped into twice, the
answer seems to be “yes, you can.” Early in The River Returns: An Environmental History of the Bow,
the authors point out that “River history is a remarkably durable genre that continues to attract
readers on both sides of the Atlantic.” They cite examples ranging from the Great Rivers of America
series launched in 1937, which included volumes on Canada’s Fraser, MacKenzie, Saskatchewan and
St. Lawrence rivers, to Peter Ackroyd’s 2007 book Thames: Sacred River. In recent years, however,
scholarly river histories with an explicitly environmental approach have begun to appear. In 2002 the
American historian Marc Cioc published The Rhine: An Eco-Biography, 1815-2002, and Matthew
Evenden’s Fish Versus Power: An Environmental History of the Fraser River appeared in 2004. In The
River Returns, Evenden joins Christopher Armstrong and H.V. Nelles, authors of The Painted Valley:
Artists Along Alberta’s Bow River, 1845-2000. Together the three have put together an impeccably
useful and enjoyable resource. The writing is lucid and the research is diligent, spanning archival,
literary and popular-culture sources from the Glenbow (Archive) to Marilyn Monroe (in the 1954 film
River of No Return, shot partly in Banff). The book’s approach is intellectually alert, acknowledging
from the start that the ways the Bow has been mapped and identified, and the meanings of terms
such as “discovery” and “ownership,” have altered and been contested over time.
What difference does it make to call such a study an “environmental” history? Such a history would
have been unlikely while the river was still seen as a threat, with its unpredictable floods and ice jams,
or while it was understood as a purely instrumental resource to be exploited, for energy or for
transporting timber. An environmental approach recognizes the shaping exchanges that have taken
place between the river and the human presence around it, or as the book’s preface puts it: “the
interaction of nature and culture along several axes of engagement.” While earlier river narratives
often promoted ideologies of imperialism and civilizing progress, environmental river narratives will
offer a sense of interrelationship and non-destructive co-existence. With characteristic clarity, the
authors use Banff’s Hollywood moment to help explain a shift in historical thinking:
the title The River of No Return dramatically states the one-way relationship between people
and rivers that prevailed for much of the twentieth century. The river was a utility: it carried
things downstream. By contrast, in this book . . . we want to stress the circular relationship
between the inhabitants of the Bow Valley and the river. What is carried downstream comes
back. Acted upon, the river invariably returns the consequences of those actions in ways that
cannot be avoided.
These patterns of action and reaction appear in all kinds of vivid ways throughout The River Returns—
from the way the Bow shaped aboriginal travel and hunting patterns, to the way it more recently
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responded to Calgary’s sewage outflows by offering up a renowned trout fishery downstream (albeit,
at first, with awfully oily-smelling fish).
Overall this history follows chronology, from the pre-European period through the fur-trading,
ranching and timber-dominated phases that bring the Bow’s story into the twentieth century. Because
the Bow is a much-visited river, the plentiful illustrations (the historical maps and archival
photographs, if not the graphs of flow rates) will allow many readers to recognize both changes and
continuities. One valuable role of such a history is to correct assumptions, such as the notion that the
story of water, soil and flora quality around the Bow has been a one-way story of decline. For example,
the authors share their “ironic conclusion . . . that after a century of logging, the forest of the upper
Bow valley is in some places virtually unchanged, or it has grown thicker and more continuous.” As
with fish populations, the mix of species has changed—the river and environs can never return to an
untouched state. Yet it’s possible, the three writers argue, that the competing interests that have ruled
human interaction with the Bow have at times yielded results “desirable” from an environmental
perspective. For example, the upper reaches of the Bow received protection because of, not in spite
of, industrial development: water flows needed to be protected in order for hydroelectric dams to
work.
Within the past century, people have of course wanted the Bow River to be different things at
different times. East of Calgary, farmers and ambitious agricultural bureaucrats wanted the Bow to
deliver water for irrigation. Within the city, the river was at first a mere “back alley” and dumpingground, as most development faced the railroad. But by mid-century the city had started to become
the second-biggest human influence on the Bow (irrigation continues to employ, and remove, far
more water than urban users). To the contradictory roles of both sewer and drinking water supply,
local activists (most notably the Local Council of Women) began to add demands that the river play a
civic role: its banks should offer a shared democratic space, as the focus of a restorative linear park.
The authors provide a fascinating and useful discussion of the social, cultural and ideological shifts
related to the increasingly powerful “park” concept and its impact on relations with the river, both in
the city of Calgary and in relation to the mountain parks. As the authors formulate their account, the
river was an “actor” in these debates, helping to shape thinking about its own uses: as it seemed to
“settle down” and flood less frequently and less severely (after the period of dam and dike-building
upstream), urban residents began to see the river as a good neighbour, “a welcome natural presence
in the urban environment.”
When it comes to “naturalness,” the Bow might compare favourably with the Rhine, but like any urban
river it now presents “a “designer” view of nature that privilege[s] aesthetics and certain kinds of
pedestrian recreation.” Also like any river, it may decide to reclaim its “undesirable” naturalness, as its
tributary the Elbow did in 2005, overflowing the city’s Glenmore dam and displacing over 1,000
Calgarians. What is even more likely is that the river’s flow will diminish in the future, and that this—
the authors emphasize—will severely test all the currently established attitudes about the Bow. The
river’s future environmental history will exhibit the same pattern of action and reaction as it has so far
—but perhaps a fuller understanding of this interdependence will allow for better decision-making.
The River Returns will help to provide this kind of fuller understanding (and with its copious notes and
full index will provide a useful foundation for further work).
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It also helps define the kind of research an environmental history requires: from the earliest
transcriptions of aboriginal mappings of the river to the minutes of Calgary City Council meetings, and
from fish population studies to readings of popular film and fiction, this kind of approach demands a
daunting range of expertise, even as it provides a fascinating interdisciplinary portrayal. There will
inevitably be gaps (so, for example The River Returns might have said more than it already does about
changing wildlife populations along the Bow’s banks, and how this wildlife has figured in the region’s
culture). If “environmental history” is going to trace ““the interaction of nature and culture along
several axes of engagement” then everybody gets to pitch in, from literary critics and art historians to
forensic anthropologists to cultural geographers.
HARRY VANDERVLIST teaches in the English Department at the University of Calgary. He is the editor
of Mind Over Mountains: Jon Whyte, Selected and Collected Poems (Red Deer). His essay “The
challenge of writing bioregionally: performing the Bow River in Jon Whyte’s Minisniwapta: Voices of
the River” will appear in The Bioregional Imagination edited by Cheryll Glotfelty, Karla Armbruster and
Thomas Lynch (University of Georgia Press, forthcoming 2010).

NüMETTLE
Regreen: New Canadian Ecological Poetry edited by MADHUR ANAND and ADAM
DICKINSON
Your Scrivener Press, 2009 $18.00

Reviewed by OWEN PERCY
The quality and breadth of Nancy Holmes’ 2009 Open Wide a Wilderness: Canadian Nature Poems
might seem immediately to obviate the necessity and urgency of a much slimmer, more specialized
anthology like Madhur Anand and Adam Dickinson’s Regreen: New Canadian Ecological Poetry. But
fortunately, seeming isn’t believing. In fact, Anand tells us in her introduction that Regreen actually
grew out of Holmes’ own desire to see her own broad anthology built upon in a collection of cuttingedge “nature” verse that makes use of the “new space created in the understory of towering legacies.”
Criticized for being aesthetically and formally conservative and for ignoring contemporary ecological
poets, though, Holmes’ tome nonetheless opened the door for Regreen to establish itself as a
benchmark text in ecocritical literary studies; it is an anthology that is exactly—specifically—what it
says it is: New, Canadian, Ecological, Poetry.
New. Several poems appear here for the first time, and the oldest poem (according to its print date at
least) is Robyn Sarah’s exceptional “For Light” from 1987. All of the other poems seem to have
sprouted and bloomed in the first decade of this millennium.
Canadian. Well, yes, technically. But the anthology is largely a regional one. Published by Northern
Ontario’s Your Scrivener Press, the book is particularly Sudbury-centric. Not all the poems, of course,
are of Northern Ontario, though the Sudbury region remains a kind of touchstone throughout the
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collection despite its erstwhile varied geographical and biocultural intertexts. Poems like Monique
Chénier’s “Falconbridge 1964-1975,” Rhonda Collis’s “Sudbury — 1972,” and Armand Garnet Ruffo’s
“Sudbury, Night” evoke one of Canada’s most notoriously ravaged landscapes and its “mess/ of cold
slag and scarred land” (Ruffo) left over from its decades of mining. However, much of this collection
unsettles stereotypical Sudbury and reintroduces it to Regreen’s readership as a place of potential and
ongoing ecological and cultural recovery—just as the region’s former moonscapes are themselves
beginning to re-green. Although its poems are all in English, they regularly remind Regreen’s readers
of the palimpsestic nature of nature, presence, and language itself; Rita Wong, for example, sees in
her own urban landscape that “the city paved over with cement english cracks open” (“Return”) to
reveal the detritus of First Nations presence and language that is often willfully forgotten by city
planners and progress-minded governments.
In an anthology with this one’s particular concerns we find several of the usual suspects—Don McKay,
Rhea Tregebov, Brian Bartlett, Alison Calder—but also some unsuspected usuals from the CanLit scene
like Wong, Christian Bök, Olive Senior, and Sina Queyras. There are also, of course, several surely
necessary though still surprising omissions; my own subjective gaze had expected to fall upon verse by
Ken Belford, Tim Bowling, Jan Zwicky, or Anne Simpson. But to speculate upon what one doesn’t find
in Regreen is to revel in a kind of elegiac pastoralism the likes of which the collection’s poems tend to
complicate as a matter of course.
Ecological. As opposed to “environmental” or “nature” poetry. As ecological poems much of Regreen’s
verse works to activate a consciousness of responsibility and accountability in its readers. This is to say
that the poems selected here do not wallow in showcase-forests, nor wander along unproblematic
footpaths; they recognize their complicity in their own gazing construction/deconstruction of forests,
and they fess up to the role of their own feet in forging those paths (see John Terpstra’s “The Highway
that became a Footpath” and Bartlett’s “Leaving the Island” specifically). Brock University poetprofessor Dickinson’s introduction deals largely with the Re of the poems and the project—the
rhetorical, philosophical, and poetic—while Anand (Canada Research Chair in Global Ecological
Change at the University of Guelph) uses her space to focus more on the scientific green. She
ultimately condenses the book’s collective ethos into a single question: “What is it about wilderness
that makes us think we can destroy it, immediately regret that we did, and then spend our lifetimes
trying to recapture it?” But Regreen’s poems do not try to recapture—at least not explicitly or naively.
They deal, rather, with the first two of Anand’s clauses—with the fact that, like ecosystems, “A/
language is destroyed through overuse or lack of attention” (a.rawlings, “The Great Lakes”). Nearly
every poem in Regreen stands at, or calls for, attention.
Poetry. Indeed. With the possible ironic exception of ür-ecopoet Don McKay’s philosophical prose
piece (and—pushing it perhaps unfairly—acrobatic prose-like texts by Lisa Robertson and Alanna F.
Bondar), Regreen is full of language and space that rely irrepressibly upon each other for effect. Edited
by two technically “academic” poets, this anthology is well- and deeply-versed in diversity of style,
voice, form, and aesthetic. It places poets like Bartlett, Bert Almon, Sarah, and Katia Grubisic alongside
the cyborg-versifier Bök, and the postmodern, post-industrial flâneuse Robertson. But the collection
does not tout its aesthetic and conceptual diversity smugly; it allows its texts to mingle amongst one
another without preemptively qualifying any of them —directly or indirectly—as taxonomical “kinds”
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of verse. The book’s three sections do, however, corral the poems into very loosely unified categories;
those in the opening “a triumph of tubers” tend to engage directly with specific spaces or things; the
poems in “pristine modernity, the dream” often find their focal points in constructed physical or social
environments; and the poems in the closing section, “a leaf that looks like a mouth,” generally revolve
around the problem of signification within the reading/writing of the environment.
One of this anthology’s most admirable qualities is its refusal to allow the poets themselves to take
over from the poetry. That is to say, no one speaks so much or so often as to dominate or detract from
the anthology as its own relatively balanced ecosystem. Most poets are represented here by just one
or two poems (with the notable exception of a.rawlings who is inexplicably afforded eight), thus
keeping the focus on the texts as a collection, not the poets. The anthology’s strongest and best-suited
poems are those that do the important work of de- and re-familiarizing the environmental world
without wholly alienating us from it, nor it from us. These include Margaret Christakos’ lolling,
hypnotic coupleted climbing long poem “Wellington,” Almon’s deceptively simple “A Duty of Care,”
Erin Robinsong’s punny, playful “Cog and Pine,” Mary-Lou Rowley’s ironic eroticization of Canada’s
next Sudbury in “In the Tar Sands, Going Down,” and the excerpt from Calder and Jeanette Lynes’s
Ghost Works—ecologically-charged epistolary exchanges and the poems that emerge, quite literally,
from them—which exhibit the processes of environmentally-conscious poetic making itself.
Regreen is markedly different than anything else out there in CanLit at the moment, perhaps also in
ecocritical studies. It is a kind of “poets-against-the-war” for the biosphere, but the relationships to
“nature” it posits in its poems are more complex and varied than they are unified and coherent. Even
as the poems are collected together they spiral away from one another into larger fields, disciplines,
eras, communities, and purviews. This is not to suggest that the anthology is incoherent or
inconsistent; what is agreed upon by all of its poets is the importance and the undeniability of poetry’s
complicity in ecological and environmental systems and structures, but also its potential to navigate,
complicate, and aspire to eradicate ecological crises. As Dickinson puts it, this is a collection that pays
heed to both “the poetics of ecological dynamics and the ecology of rhetorical and formal poetic
procedures.” As a text, Regreen would lend itself well to any number of secondary, post-secondary, or
graduate course readings in Canadian literature, contemporary poetry, ecological and/or
environmental writing, or regional literatures. At less than 150 pages it is also eminently transportable
and manageable—a trifling detail to include here, but one with the potential to make it more
attractive to commuters, travelers, backpack-wearing wanderers, and reticent undergraduates.
Regreen proves that ecological poetry can be instructional, joyful, serious, interrogative, problematic,
and critical—that it is both engaging and engaged. Its poems are generally hopeful, though not
idealistic. They are necessary poems. In the end, then, this 1350-word review is reducible to just two,
which I urge you, in the spirit of this collection, to read as playfully declarative and actively
instructional—as both literal and metaphorical: Regreen rocks.
OWEN PERCY recently defended his PhD in Canadian literature in the Department of English at the
University of Calgary.
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UNEASY GROUND
Penned: Zoo Poems edited by STEPHANIE BOLSTER, KATIA GRUBISIC and SIMON
READER
Signal Editions, 2009 $21.95.

Reviewed by MAUREEN SCOTT HARRIS
Penned: Zoo Poems gathers poems from around the world, written in English, between 1828 (the
opening of the first public zoological garden in Regent’s Park, London) and the present. It groups its 79
poems by 79 poets (among them Bartlett, Boland, Calder, Conn, Hopkins, Kroetsch, Peacock,
Ramanujan, Stevens) into three “fairly permeable” categories, roughly by where the poet’s gaze is
directed: towards the animal and/or the zoo, via the animal/zoo into her/himself, and, finally (leaving
behind actual animals and/or zoos) into imagination’s play. Literary quality is “the significant criterion
for inclusion.”
I can’t argue with the editors’ choice of poems since I have no personal hoard of zoo poems to
compare to it. Nor would I, for the most part, disagree with their assessment of these poems as artful
and well worth reading. I might, however, have decided to skip the 19th century, and I was aware of
only a tenuous connection to “zoo” in several (nonetheless fine) poems.
Given its theme, Penned immediately drew me to extra-literary considerations and I found myself
asking, what do I think about zoos? Then other questions arose: What makes a good anthology? How
is a poem like an animal? How do animals exist in poems? How do they exist in zoos? What is the
relationship between the poet and the animal he/she chooses to write about? Between the reader
and that animal? What do these poems tell me about being human or about being animal or about
the world I live in?
The originary idea of the anthology was, in the editors’ words: “the human examines, and makes art
of, already-examined and already-shaped nature.” As I understand this statement, their interest is in
artifice. Fair enough. Zoos, after all, are a human creation, in spite of claims to display or represent
nature. But the intersection between artifice and nature is a troubling aspect of the zoo.
Both zoos and anthologies are human-made and both rise from the ancient human (or perhaps prehuman) practice of collecting. We like to gather things and to arrange them into groupings according
to perceived or imagined criteria. This intersection seems interesting and provocative. But zoos, unlike
anthologies, collect living creatures; they began as displays of wealth and power (many including
human specimens in their collections) and the whiff of that past lingers.
Animals have many meanings for human beings: food, companions, curiosities, dangers; we’re deeply
drawn to, curious about, and dependent on them. (And animals are clearly a concern at ALECC; in the
past two months the listserv has featured half a dozen calls for papers on animals in place, in human
societies, during war, critical animal studies) But animals also are, in their own right, and our
fascination with them has often been at their cost. The zoo embodies our fascination with animals,
but even in its (re)constructed form as ark, it is essentially an ambiguous space. (Terry Glavin’s “Night
of the Living Dead”, chapter 2 in Waiting for the Macaws, is a good exploration of zoo history and
ambiguity.)
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Penned places us, then, on complex and complicated ground. Varying in form and tone, its poems
display and express many reactions and responses to this ambiguous space. They invite the reader
into it, and into the uneasiness many of us feel about caged and/or exhibited “wild” animals.
One of the rewards a good anthology offers is the discovery of poets new to the reader. Penned
delivers here, but not completely: the lack of a contributors’ list identifying where poets reside and
the names of their works is a serious omission.
The language play of the title Penned is continued by the introduction—“Some poems had to go free,
some were too elusive to catch” or “we’ve done our best to choose representative specimens.” I found
it distracting and, finally, irritating. Rather than such word-play and an account of what the anthology
didn’t do, I would have appreciated an unpacking of the editors’ originary idea, and a little more
grappling with the issue they note of the prevailingly melancholy tone of zoo poems. Or some
comment on how metaphor might connect or disconnect us from the actual. Did other possible
arrangements of the poems suggest themselves?
Though the introduction doesn’t serve the collection as well as it might, I’m very happy to own this
anthology and will reread it. Not only does it contain wonderful poems, it prodded me to think. Is the
zoo simply a guilty pleasure? Or does it afford us opportunity to confront ourselves and our complicity
in creating the age of extinctions we live in? Can it help us redirect our thinking and our energies in
ways that recognize the larger collectivity that is the planet? Troubling and necessary questions.
MAUREEN SCOTT HARRIS is a poet and essayist living in Toronto. Her current project is a third
collection of poems, with the working title Learning My Place.

Brian Bartlett
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HISTORY, PLACE, AND JEREMIAD IN KAREN SOLIE’S PIGEON
Pigeon by KAREN SOLIE
House of Anansi Press, 2009 $18.95

Reviewed by MATTHEW ZANTINGH
Although rooted in the soil of Saskatchewan, Karen Solie ventures far beyond the middle province of
Canada to Ontario, New Brunswick, and beyond, making the return journey to Norway in her third
collection of poems, Pigeon. Despite these travels, her poetry remains rooted in a specific place
formed by local histories and a sense of place informed by a walker’s keen eye. Building on the success
of her previous two collections, Short Haul Engine and Modern and Normal, Solie offers irony and
humour soaked in a profound sense of awe for the natural landscape.
Throughout the collection, Solie shows an attention to “alternative” histories like those of the buried
miners of Hillcrest, Alberta, in “Cave Bear.” Contrasted with the attention paid to excavating an ancient
bear’s skeleton destined for “the foyer of a tourist shop in the Canadian Rockies,” the miners’ bodies
bear witness to a history lost in the 96 years since it happened. One of the best poems in the book,
“Norway,” attempts to retrace the steps of Solie’s ancestors who left their homeland for the
opportunity in the colonies. She excavates a history of the everyday for the immigrants who left the
coasts of Norway to become landlocked in the middle of the North American continent. She shares
this history freely: “My fellow viewers, / I feel like I almost know you. Our addresses trail us / like
anchors.” Other histories are explored in “Medicine Hat Calgary One-Way,” “Bow River Preludes,” and
“Park Place.”
Tied to this sense of “alternative” history, is an evocative sense of place. Not simply geographical
place, but historical and ecological place. In “Erie,” Solie draws an ecological history of the polluted
lake plagued by “invasive species” and a low level of birds of prey. There is a sense of despair that
lingers long after you put Pigeon down, despair at our inability to live in accord with the Earth.
Coupled with this sense of despair is a degree of awe and wonder at the land’s continued survival. The
prose poem “Archive” weaves a compelling account of Edmonton’s High-Level Bridge. Beginning from
a photograph of the bridge, it records the construction of the bridge, the politics of high-rise housing
on the north side of the river, to a worker entombed in the north pier during the bridge’s initial
construction. Throughout the piece, readers are haunted by a history of violent crime occurring down
below on the shores of the North Saskatchewan and the ubiquitous presence of urban animals
affected by the polluted waters of the river. The collection closes with “Postscript,” a poem that
returns the reader to Saskatchewan and its long geological history, only recently sullied by industrial
pollution and intensified agriculture. Flowing beneath the poem is not a despairing sense of
resignation, but one of a sagely persona who sees beyond the immediate present and lovingly
embraces the land where “the smell of rained-on grass was narcotic, rising / from the ground in a
mineral swarm. It was added to us, / our fire visible for miles, as late afternoon bent / to the rangeland
and laid its shining weapons down.”
The resignation, despair, and wonder at the land compel Solie to create jeremiads throughout Pigeon,
attempting to call attention to the way that contemporary Canadian society is slowly destroying the
natural diversity and bounty of the landscape. In the irony-laden “Tractor,” Solie wonders at the sheer
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immensity of modern tractors:
In times of doubt, we cast our eyes
upon the Buhler Versatile 2360
and are comforted. And when it breaks down, or thinks
itself in gear and won’t, for our own good, start,
it takes a guy out from the city at 60 bucks an hour
plus travel and parts, to fix it.
Humour aside, Solie probes our unquestioning reliance on technology and wonders how our world
will survive this continued colonization. Similarly, in “Four Factories” and the aptly named
“Parasitology,” Solie asks what we are doing, with our drive for progress and the desire to build
Canada out of its “wilderness,” to this land that has existed for thousands, even millions, of years
before us.
While Pigeon does not necessarily offer much solace to the reader, it does give a glimpse of the
possibilities of turning our eyes from progress and civilization towards the submerged histories of
those who are denied access to History: people, animals, plants, and land included. Perhaps as a
leaven, Solie sprinkles wit and humour throughout the volume. Pigeon offers much for readers to take
away, and hints that Solie has only begun to stretch her poetic muscle. I end with the closing line of
“An Acolyte Reads The Cloud of Unknowing” in which the persona contemplates mysticism and
proclaims: “the world chooses for us what we can’t or won’t.”
MATTHEW ZANTINGH is a graduate student in the Department of English and Cultural Studies at
McMaster University.

THE FUTURE OF ENVIRONMENTALISM: TECHONATURAL TIME AND SPACES
Technonatures: Environments, Technologies, Spaces, and Places in the Twenty-first
Century edited by DAMIEN F. WHITE and CHRIS WILBERT
Wilfrid Laurier UP, 2009 $38.95

Reviewed by NATHANAEL B. EOFF
Think no longer of an idealized past in which humans lived in complete harmony with nature. Avoid
characterizing our technological boom as “unnatural.” Step outside of the box and consider
environmental policies in terms of our globe, in terms of the technologically advanced, and those
living without any technology whatsoever. These are just a few of the challenges that the contributors
to Technonatures introduce in this collection of essays designed both to inform and reform our
individual and social views of ecology, environmentalism, technology, and our evolution as a species.
The term “technonatures” can be confusing, to be sure, and the layperson who picks up this collection
of essays must be prepared to do a little bit of research into the terms, phrases, and scientific and
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sociological philosophies that guide each of the authors that have contributed to this work. A simple
example here should be sufficient. Many commonly see technology as “unnatural” because computer
trees or cell phone bushes do not exist. Humans have created the inorganic out of the organic. But we
must not forget that evolution has produced all that we see before us. To divorce humanity from
nature is to make our environmental problems that much more difficult to resolve, for we
automatically divorce technological solutions from our environmental crisis in the process.
A popular myth that runs through the environmentalist debate is the idea that humans have fallen out
of touch with their ability to be at one with nature, and that in the past our ancestors lived in perfect
balance with their surroundings. Now, thanks to scientists and historians such as Jared Diamond,
author of Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed, and Charles C. Mann, author of 1491:
New Revelations of the Americas Before Columbus, we've come to understand that many societies at
many stages in history have had environmental catastrophes and that there is no "idealized past" with
respect to environmental policy. True, the effects that historical cultures had on their environment
were much smaller in scale, but that was only because of the size of these groups was so much
smaller. The main difference we now face is that because the size of our population and the power of
our technology we have the ability to affect change that lasts much longer than the change affected
by our ancestors. But again, we run the risk of de-legitimizing a whole wealth of technological
solutions to our environmental problems by simply choosing to define certain words a certain way.
In the introduction the editors clearly and succinctly lay out what they would no doubt say is the
biggest problem we face:
the source of many contemporary Green anxieties is that they are based on an implicit, albeit
reluctant, recognition that critical discourses formulated around strong, power-laden
oppositions and distinctions (of the organic versus the synthetic, the human versus the
“animal” or machine, the natural versus the technological, etc.) have become not just harder
to maintain in recent years but also less politically desirable to maintain.
In other words, terms such as “natural” and “unnatural” have meanings that both agree with and
contradict what is commonly accepted as the very definition of those words. For example, 7-Up
manufacturer Cadbury Schweppes was recently forced to change the wording on their products to
“100% Natural Flavours” from “All Natural” because of the presence of high-fructose corn syrup. To
the average consumer, the change means almost nothing. It only serves to further de-centre language
that indicates to consumers that something is or is not natural. In addition, the Corn Refiners
Association has recently begun running advertisements describing high-fructose corn syrup as
“natural” because it “comes from corn.” Left out of these advertisements is any indication that highfructose corn syrup contains natural ingredients that are then processed and manipulated by the
manufacturer. This begs the question: “How are we to determine which path we are to take as a
society if the very words we use often mean the opposite of what we think they mean?”
This collection is separated into three sections. The first, titled “Conceptualizing Technonatural
Time/Spaces,” provides us with a general understanding of how “different traditions of environmental
studies are defining, exploring, and critiquing material, cultural, experimental, and ideological
manifestations of technonatures.” The terms “hybrid” and “cyborg” surface again and again but take
on a new meaning here, one that attempts to show (and in the end I believe succeeds in showing) that
we cannot completely vilify urbanization and capitalism. We must understand that these forces are
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neither evil nor good, but are part of the process of human development. It is how we use these
processes that will determine the overall effect on humankind and on the earth itself.
The second section, titled “Experiencing Technonatural Cultures,” attempts to define the practical
applications of technonatural space/times. Two authors, Susan Sze and Fletcher Linder, give a sort of
yin and yang description of technonatural development, with Sze heavily criticizing the rise of
industrial influence over political and social development and Linder searching for the diamonds in the
rough. These two points of view are balanced by Aidan Davison’s essay that breaks down the two
arguments into what he calls the neo-Luddite camp and the Promethean environmentalist camp.
Davison argues “that a capacity to make sense of technonatural complexity is vital to the development
of an effective and self-aware environmentalist agenda for Australian cities.” This argument can of
course be extended to most urban or industrial first world cities and nations.
The third section, “Technonatural Present-Futures,” explores the future of environmental policy in
light of the challenges that technonatural theory poses. Again we are introduced to a sort of yin and
yang approach, but in this case the third piece, by Brian Milani, argues that a
preoccupation with culture and (more recently) ‘hybridity’ in the left camp and a
preoccupation with limiting and controlling brown industry in the green camp have tended to
divert our attention from the possibilities that exist for systematically redesigning and
implementing sustainable and even regenerative agriculture, energy, and manufacturing
systems.
Milani seems to argue for an Aristotelian moderation. We cannot let divisive or extreme polar
opposites hijack the conversation lest possible solutions be overlooked.
Considering the faulty logic that many pro-green and anti-green movements employ, this collection is
rather refreshing. While many of the authors’ arguments could ostensibly be said to conform to some
particular ideology, their participation in the discussion of the future of environmentalism in the face
of emerging technological forces elevates their arguments beyond simple black and white rhetoric,
and this is something that is greatly needed in both academic and political circles. Make no mistake,
the language of this collection can at times seem jargonistic and turgid, but as one becomes more
immersed in this technonatural discussion, one ultimately begins to embrace the difficult language as
part of the educational process that is necessary in order to solve the ever growing problems that
society and the environment face. At a time in which the environmental debate is becoming more and
more polarized works like this are greatly needed. And, the shortcomings of these writers’ arguments
will (hopefully) open the door to a more in-depth conversation about the very ways in which we view
technology, society and the human race, and their place in what we so ineffectively call the “natural”
world.
NATHANAEL B. EOFF writes for Klat.com and lives in London, Ontario with his wife and two children.

This Is What They Say by FRANÇOIS MANDEVILLE edited and translated by RON
SCOLLON
Douglas & McIntyre, 2009 $22.95
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Reviewed by NICHOLAS BRADLEY
“When the caribou came to the end of the point / it just went right on out into the ocean. // And so,
going on, it disappeared”: the subarctic world is full of secrets in the compelling stories of François
Mandeville, which recount the ecological relations (to put it anachronistically) of humans, caribou,
and bears to each other and to the barrens. This Is What They Say is a new edition of traditional
Chipewyan stories and “elicited accounts” told by Mandeville in 1928. Mandeville was a Métis
storyteller who spent much of his life working for the Hudson’s Bay Company in the Northwest
Territories and northern Alberta and Saskatchewan—otherwise known as Denendeh, the land of the
Dené, the people. The oral narratives were recorded by Li Fang-kuei, a Chinese linguist (who had been
a student of Edward Sapir’s at the University of Chicago), at Fort Chipewyan, on the western shore of
Lake Athabasca. Li translated Mandeville’s stories from Chipewyan into English and, with the
substantial collaboration of his then-student, Ron Scollon, published them as Chipewyan Texts in 1976.
For the present edition, Scollon retranslated the stories and set them not as uninviting blocks of prose
(as per what was once an ethnographic norm), but instead in a shape intended to reflect both their
conceptual and aesthetic organization and their origin in speech—he follows the innovations of Dell
Hymes and others in presenting oral texts on the page in roughly poetic form. As Robert Bringhurst
writes of Hymes’s research, the “structures [of indigenous oral narratives] are not ‘verse’ in the
conventional sense of that word, but it seems they are best represented by arranging the texts in lines
and stanzas. These lines and stanzas are primarily units of meaning, not units of sound, and they
embody fractal patterns which echo at different scales” (Surface). (Bringhurst prepared the
manuscript of This Is What They Say for publication after Scollon’s death in 2009; the title of one of his
own books, Prosodies of Meaning [2004], hints at the importance of “units of meaning” to the formal
solutions to the problem of representing oral texts that he, Hymes, Scollon, Dennis Tedlock, and
others have adopted.)
This Is What They Say has its genesis in ethnolinguistics, but Scollon makes a powerful claim (as does
Bringhurst in his foreword) for the specifically literary value of Mandeville’s stories, which value exists
in addition to the stories’ importance as what he terms “narrative ethnography,” and for Mandeville’s
individuality as storyteller. Scollon notes that he aimed to “highlight the readability” of the texts, and
to focus “on the content, not the structure, of the stories,” even as he adopted a new strategy for the
formal presentation thereof. (Thus he allows, “In this translation I have been somewhat less
concerned with line turnings than others working in ethnopoetics.”) It is no criticism of Scollon’s
efforts to suggest that most readers might still find structure and content somewhat forbidding.
Because of the book’s historical, editorial, and formal complexity, reading it is manifestly not as simple
as we often take reading to be (even if we know better). Reviewing it is likewise difficult, should
reviewing be taken to mean simply to press or to turn the thumb. As is characteristic of ethnographic
texts, This Is What They Say is the product of several people’s labours. Mandeville told his stories in
Chipewyan to Li. Scollon translated them into English, once in the 1970s and again for the new
volume. The book includes sixteen stories and five personal accounts, as well as an editorial apparatus
consisting of the foreword by Bringhurst; a preface and detailed commentary by Scollon;
reproductions of pages from Li’s field notebooks and from his and Scollon’s Chipewyan Texts; facingpage versions, in Chipewyan and in English, of a passage from one of the stories; the same passage
presented in Chipewyan syllabic script; and a bibliography. All this is in a book shorter than many
novels.
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The reader with little or no knowledge of Athapaskan languages—Chipewyan is related to other
subarctic languages but also to certain Pacific-coastal and southwestern languages, including Navajo—
will have to defer to Scollon’s authority on linguistic matters. (One effect of reading This Is What They
Say, as with similar translations, is to prompt the recognition of the tremendous limitation of having
no knowledge of any indigenous languages of Canada; as Bringhurst observes, “Part way is as far as
translation can go. If you want to cross all the way [into another linguistic experience], you must learn
the language instead.”) And the non-specialist reader with little background in Chipewyan or other
northern cultural contexts will have to puzzle through the matter of how to interpret the stories.
Helen Hoy’s well-known question, “How should I read these,” is pertinent here, although the
interpretive apparatus is reasonably thorough. A map might have been usefully included, and an even
lengthier reader’s guide would have been welcome. But the real absence is of a CD or a link to a
podcast of someone reading the stories in both Chipewyan and English. The book is valuable as is, but
it could be supplemented by a recorded version of the stories.
I noted that Mandeville’s stories are ecological—I think that this is true, even as I concede the danger
of reducing them to environmentalist parables. Scollon suggests that from the stories we learn “how
wolves teach, how humans are to live with wolves, how we are to live with bears”; “how the Dené
made the extremely important discoveries of copper and iron”; and “of the human and sometimes
complex, even hostile relationships among the people who in English have most often been called
Chipewyan, Slavey, Yellowknives, Inuit, Dogribs, Hare, Métis, and French.” In short, the stories concern
the full range of human interactions with the world, from the mythical to the pragmatic. The
beginning of Mandeville’s “How I Made a Canoe,” for example, describes a particular kind of work: “I
started by working hard to get the material for the canoe. // First of all I peeled the birchbark from the
upper part of a tree, / and I collected all the wood for the canoe.” In a sense this labour is ordinary, yet
it is not altogether separate from the case of the vanishing caribou to which I alluded at the beginning
of this review. Such multiple and varied interactions together constitute the collection’s ecological
dimension. The book will thus be of genuine interest to scholars of literature and environment, I
believe, even as it challenges conventional understandings of both terms in that disciplinary
designation. In particular, stories about resources, such as “How Copper Was Discovered,” resonate
with contemporary environmental concerns. The book’s other primary ecological dimension is more
specifically ecolinguistic. This Is What They Say marks a significant addition to the growing numbers of
studies that take Canadian literature as multilingual, and that are concerned with the relation of
linguistic diversity to a pluralist understanding of ecological knowledge and attitudes. Yet the texts
themselves do not disclose all their secrets. As Scollon remarks, “We cannot go back now and
interview Mandeville or ask him to tell us new stories. We cannot go back and ask Professor Li what
his intentions were.” But the very difficulties that the book presents contribute to its interest. And by
offering a new version of Mandeville’s stories, Scollon and Bringhurst have effectively asserted the
contemporary importance of the narratives; I look forward to seeing how Mandeville’s subarctic world
registers an effect on ecocritical discourse in Canada.
NICHOLAS BRADLEY is an Assistant Professor of English at the University of Victoria
(nbradley[at]uvic.ca).
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CANADIAN CULTURE: MORE THAN TIM HORTONS
On the Art of Being Canadian by Sherrill Grace
UBC P, 2009 32.95

Reviewed by DIANE GUICHON
At what point in our evolution as a country can we stop asking ourselves who and what we are and
just be? Didn't we learn in feminist and literary theory classes that the moment we start to articulate
an identity, we adopt a reductionist vision of lived experience? For those of us who witnessed the
Opening Ceremonies to the 2010 Olympics in Vancouver on February 12, we were assailed with iconic
images of Canada—the spirit bear of the North, the geese and grasses of the prairies, the mythic flying
canoe of Quebec, and so on... Perhaps the saving grace to these clichéd images of Canada arises from
the knowledge that in order to represent ourselves to an international audience during the Olympics
organizers were forced to seek out our writers, our artists, and our musicians to give us the means to
express whom we are. And while I wish we, as a nation, could look beyond bears and beavers for our
identity, I am encouraged that it is through the literary and cultural arts that we feel we come to know
ourselves. Sherrill Grace, author of On the Art of Being Canadian agrees. She invokes the spectral
influence of Vincent Massey: "a national independence...[is] nothing but an empty shell without a
vigorous and distinctive cultural life."
So what do the Olympics have to do with a review of Sherrill Grace's book? Well, Grace attempts to do
precisely what the artistic directors did for the Opening and Closing Ceremonies at the 2010 Olympics:
she recalls the artistic works that have helped define what it is to be Canadian. Based on three public
lectures she gave as the Brenda and David McLean Chair in Canadian Studies at the University of
British Columbia (2003-2005), Grace organizes the book around three defining "Canadian" subjects
that determine the main chapters of her book: "the North, the two world wars, and a set of iconic
[Canadian] figures": Louis Riel, Emily Carr, Tom Thomson, and Mina Benson Hubbard. In each major
section she analyzes the art and artfulness of being Canadian based on the visual and literary
representations of these three subjects. She draws on primarily mainstream Canadian cultural works
that she believes have contributed to the development of a Canadian identity.
This book will be of seminal value to any Canadian Studies curriculum; however, the subject material is
reductive (Grace herself recognizes there are more questions in determining Canadian identity than
answers). It leans towards Canada's creative past rather than its diverse contemporary present, and
while discussing many important Canadian works of art, it excludes as much as it includes. And the
works Grace does cite as contributing to our national identity, even the most well-informed of
Canadians might be hard pressed to recognize. People of Canada do not need this book to tell us who
we are. New immigrants to this country may not have heard of any of the artists discussed in On the
Art of Being Canadian, and yet they will have an understanding of what it means to live in Canada and
be Canadian. However limiting this book might be for what is excluded from it—aboriginal works,
French-language literature, Japanese-Canadian authors, and immigrant voices—of great benefit are
the substantive fifteen pages of chapter notes and thirteen pages of bibliographic material on the art,
poetry, fiction, and non-fiction Grace refers to in her book, works such as Rudy Wiebe's novel The
Scorched-Wood People (1977) or John Boyle's Batoche-Louis David (1975), acrylic on masonite and
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wood.
In the first chapter entitled "Creating a Northern Nation," North is physical rock face, frozen water and
snow drifts, but also an imaginative place where most feel as Glenn Gould does: as "an outsider."
Grace shows us how cartographers merge physical land masses with myth; how maps can be inverted
to give us a different perspective on what it is to live in a Northern country (Wiebe, Inuit View to the
South); and, how artists such as Benoit Aquin in his photograph of a collapsing power line during the
Eastern-Canadian ice-storm of 1998, "Le verglas #16, Boucherville," reconfigures images of North,
such as Lawren Harris' (Group of Seven) famous oil painting Winter Comes from the Arctic to the
Temperate Zone (1935). According to Grace, images of North and stories of North by writers such as
Pierre Berton, Farley Mowat, Margaret Atwood and the two Roberts, Robert Service and Robert
Kroetsch, have defined our country.
Chapter two deals with the "Theatres of War: Battle Fronts and Home Fronts." Grace calls on such
works as Roch Carrier's classic La Guerre, Yes Sir! (1968), Tom Hendry's play Fifteen Miles of Broken
Glass (1975) and Timothy Findley's The Wars (1977), among others, to discuss how Canadian writers
and artists such as Frederick Horsman Varley, Alex Colville, and Charles Comfort have defined how
Canadians feel about their role as both peacekeepers and combatants in past and present-day wars.
Walter Allward's impressive sculpture and monument at Vimy Ridge and subsequent artistic works
inspired by Canada's involvement in war action bring Grace to conclude that "a small group of
individual characters who [speak] collectively about how shared memories, collective actions, and
individual, private loss and grief, can, as [Vern] Thiessen puts it "define us...as a nation"."
The third chapter in the book, "Inventing Iconic Figures," suggests that all nations possess iconic
figures or personalities that define them: France has Joan of Arc and Napoleon; Britain has Sir Winston
Churchill. According to Grace, Canadians have Louis Riel (1844-85), Emily Carr (1971-1945), Tom
Thomson (1877-1917) and Mina Benson Hubbard (1870-1956). Grace identifies her four iconic figures
as belonging to a group of individuals who may not be "heroic" but have been so extensively "written
about, sung about, reproduced on canvas and film, and photographed that they have developed an
afterlife in excess of anything they did while alive; their stories circulate through layers of popular,
national, and regional consciousness." Much of Riel's representations are "inventions" that define him
as a political figure, someone who "straddle[d] two cultures, Native and white," but who was also a
poet. Emily Carr's iconicity is complicated by her gender. Grace contends that Carr "was as much of a
revolutionary as Riel, perhaps more so, and all her inventions bear the marks of gender inflection and
accommodation." Tom Thomson achieves iconic status for his artistry, his love of the outdoors, and his
mysterious death. Mina Benson Hubbard trekked across Labrador in 1905. Her story writes North as
"a tragic death, a love story, and a survivor story." According to Grace, it is the inventions of these
figures that help define Canadians:
[They] tell us what it means to be Canadian because their lives and work represent familiar
themes, recognizable struggles, significant achievements, and the ideal ... of shared values:
endurance, tolerance, peaceful coexistence with the natural world, an intensely spiritual
connection with that world, and a fair measure of humility and self-sacrifice.
In conclusion, Grace's text On the Art of Being Canadian contains many worthy mentions of works by
Canadian artists that have contributed to the creation of a Canadian cultural identity. A book that is
only two hundred and twenty-four pages long cannot possibly represent all aspects of both visual and
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literary work that speak to what it is to be Canadian. It cannot possibly include figurative
representations from all of Canada's diverse communities of peoples. Many Canadians mourn what
they perceive as a lack of Canadian historical content in Canadian schools. In a perfect world more
Canadians would be aware of our rich and varied cultural heritage. Grace's book records and explains
certain elements of Canadian cultural history, and as such would be an asset in educational circles
with the caveat that it has a narrow focus and is limiting in its representation of non-mainstream
Canadian cultural works. Canadians do know themselves as more than a red maple leaf on a white
snow background. Ask anyone in a Tim Horton's line-up.
DIANE GUICHON is a M.A. graduate (’06) from the University of Calgary’s Creative Writing Program.
Her poetry manuscript, Vignettes, was adapted and performed on stage by the University of Calgary’s
Nickle and Dime Production Company (February 2006). Her first book of poetry, Birch Split Bark
(Nightwood Editions, 2007), was awarded the City of Calgary W.O. Mitchell 2007 Book Prize. Diane's
poetry and interviews have been published in dANDelion, Matrix, CV2, and Writers' Chronicle. Diane
teaches English Literature and Academic Writing for the University of Lethbridge (SAIT campus) and
presently serves in University of Calgary’s Writer-in-the-Schools Program at Queen Elizabeth High
School in Calgary, Alberta. Diane continues to write poetry and is also conducting research in
preparation for writing a historical fiction novel set in the 1750s.

Dianne Chisholm
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The Age of Waterlilies by THERESA KISHKAN
Brindle & Glass Publishing, 2009, $19.95

Reviewed by VIVIAN HANSEN
Theresa Kishkan is acclaimed for poetry, essays and nonfiction. The Age of Waterlilies is her first novel.
This story opens in mystery, in the promise of how life stories are distilled into artifact and memory. A
little girl opens it, riding her bicycle daily through the Ross Bay Cemetery in Victoria, 1962. Tessa is
inquisitive and precocious, with an interest in nature and wildlife. She loves to explore and map her
personal landscape. In that journey, she becomes acquainted with an elderly woman named Flora
Oakden who lives in a Victoria-vintage house near the cemetery. The novel backtracks to Flora as an
artistic young woman of privilege, living in Wallachin in the BC interior with her prim brother, and local
natives whom she befriends. We see that Flora is different from most women of that era, and that her
life is foreshadowed by sorrow. Flora takes up with Gus Alexander, who signs up for the battlefields in
France and is killed there, leaving Flora pregnant and without means of support. She moves to Victoria
and takes up with Ann Ogilvie, a young suffragette who befriends her.
The novel weaves around Flora's and even Tessa’s dense ruminations. Time narratives leap from 1913
to 1923, and then to 1962. It is no simple accomplishment to conduct a story with such critical
historical values, and Kishkan manages these details well. Flora becomes a tile artist in Victoria,
rendering beautiful water lilies that she remembers from her youth. We are guided into the minute
details of how tiles are created, and where Kishkan has researched so intently. A large amount of
narrative is devoted to how tiles are painted, cast, and how they become a scenic backdrop to
Victoria’s early homes. This stretch of narrative is a delicate Kishkan brush-stroke that I appreciated as
interiority of Flora’s character specifically and the novel in general.
While the narrative swings between Flora's and Tessa’s lives, their voices feel indistinct. I attribute this
to the third person omniscient voice that inflects each character. This seems a strange departure from
the strength of Kishkan’s first-person point of view in her nonfiction. I found myself wishing that the
novel had been presented in a first-person point of view, imagining the powerful possibilities for each
character if Kishkan had opted for that strategy.
There is also a lot of narration in which dialogue would have assisted the depiction of the characters:
It came about because her brother was busy. Too busy to think about a parcel that was
waiting for him at a ranch near Savona. And Flora had been asking him if she might ride in that
particular direction to explore a distant bench, to sketch aspens and late brown-eyed Susans.
As it turned out, her brother told her, that reliable Gus Alexander has reason to ride to Savona,
and she could accompany him, collect the parcel, and have some time to sketch. There was a
brief argument about tacking up Vespa, the grey mare, with George saying with some irritation
that he would do it and Flora insisting that she was capable of tacking up the horse she would
be riding.
The irritation and insistence renders the narrative a dim echo of what might be.
I found that the proclivity for past perfect verb tense tended to muddle the immediacy of scenes. That
said, Kishkan writes some scenes exquisitely:
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Gus’ note said how bad the little hovel smelled—sweat, the latrine bucket, fumes of cordite.
And how rats would scuttle back and forth along the trench, in search of food. They like best
human flesh, wrote Gus, and grow fat and sleek on this diet. We keep an eye on our comrades
while they sleep, he added, because the rats have no fear. He had seen them eating eyes and
the liver of a corpse.
Flora has a child by Gus: Grace, whom we never really get to know except as the symbolic
representation of life emerging from death, and who serves mainly, I would argue, to further the plot.
I wish Kishkan had developed Grace as a character, rather than consign her to the small strains of a
child who grew up to be an artist, distantly settled in France, and lacking any further significance to
the story.
One of the greatest subtexts of the novel is the excursion into the uselessness of war. Kishkan rather
skillfully writes the suffragettes’ network into Homer’s The Trojan Women. The characters are played
by Flora, Anne, and some of their friends, including Native women singing the death chants.
Kishkan’s debut novel is promising, and despite some of its technical problems, an enjoyable read. I
look forward to future songs, and the play of women in her narratives.
VIVIAN HANSEN is a Calgary writer of nonfiction and poetry. She is currently completing her MFA in
Creative Writing with the University of British Columbia.

“A PORTRAIT OF THE SCIENTIST AS A YOUNG MAN”
A Sound Like Water Dripping: In Search of the Boreal Owl by SOREN BONDRUPNIELSEN
Gaspereau Press, 2009 $ 26.95

Reviewed by MICHA EDLICH
Soren Bondrup-Nielsen’s A Sound Like Water Dripping: In Search of the Boreal Owl is, in several
significant stylistic and thematic respects, a welcome sequel to and intriguing departure from Winter
on Diamond: An Encounter with the Temagami Wilderness, his first foray into environmental
nonfiction and memoir. A traditional paean to male friendship as well as a distinctly Canadian take on
Thoreau’s exploration of simplicity and self-reliance, Winter on Diamond, which was published to
mostly favorable reviews in 2004, chronicles the adventures Bondrup-Nielsen, then a biology
undergraduate at the University of Guelph, and his close friend Hap Wilson experienced in and around
“a cabin on Diamond Lake set deep in the Temagami Wilderness” one winter in the early 1970s. This
personal narrative, which is framed by a lively account of Bondrup-Nielsen’s visit to Wilson and his
family’s home in the same remote part of northeastern Ontario 27 years later, and which is
occasionally hampered by minor narratological redundancies, includes a passionate if somewhat
predictable and simplistic argument in favor of wilderness, a case that is also woven conspicuously
into the slightly rough narrative fabric of his new book, A Sound Like Water Dripping.
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In this follow-up to Winter on Diamond, Bondrup-Nielsen, who arrived with his family in Canada from
Denmark at age thirteen and who is currently a professor of ecology and conservation biology at
Arcadia University in Wolfville, Nova Scotia, focuses on his time as a graduate student at the University
of Toronto in the mid-1970s and on the several seasons of field work in the boreal forests of northern
Ontario and Alberta. In these areas, he searched for, and ultimately found and observed, the “small
and elusive” Boreal Owl (Aegolius funereus richardsoni), thereby establishing, as the press release by
Gaspereau Press indicates, “the first nesting record for the species in Ontario.” A Sound Like Water
Dripping chronicles Bondrup-Nielsen’s often frustrating, sometimes exhilarating quest in exhaustive
detail, but his tale of scientific obsession, perseverance, considerable ingenuity, and love for the
outdoors also offers compelling snapshots of the historical moment. His sketches of Spruce Falls
Power and Paper Company’s Camp 86 and his reflections on forest practices in the area around
Kapuskasing do not, however, merely augment his lucid descriptions of daily field work, but hint at the
larger ecological dimensions and problems in the northern forests that any ecologist worth his or her
salt will most likely have to ponder. Bondrup-Nielsen does not unpack all of the complexities in his
narrative, but then again, his undertaking in A Sound Like Water Dripping is deliberately less ambitious
than other environmental nonfiction texts written by other scientists for a general audience, for
example Aldo Leopold’s classic A Sand County Almanac (1949).
What Bondrup-Nielsen’s book may lack in comparison in structural and philosophical complexity is
offset by his uncanny ability to involve his audience in his adventures as well as his sheer enthusiasm
for the Boreal Owl and, by implication, ecology, zoology, and other natural sciences. At his best, he
shares his questions and surprising insights with his readers in crisp prose, and it is hard not to
become an aficionado of Aegolius funereus richardsoni in the process. In these passages, he offers
privileged glimpses into the workings and the gradual development of his scientific mind, and this
dimension of A Sound Like Water Dripping—the autobiographical Bildungsroman, the portrait of the
scientist as a young man—convincingly complements the growing body of knowledge that he
compiles on the owl, its habitat, or its call, which, as evoked in the wonderful title of the book, has
been compared to the sound of water dripping.
Unfortunately, Bondrup-Nielsen often relies too heavily on his detailed field notes and places too
much emphasis on the complicated logistics of his endeavor; like trees fallen across a ski track in a
snowy forest, these unnecessary inclusions occasionally impede readers’ swift narrative progress.
Moreover, while it is hard to disagree, for instance, with his disapproval of clear-cutting, these
observations often seem somewhat facile and disconnected from the narrative to which they clearly
and rightfully belong. To integrate these important dimensions more carefully into the personal
narrative would strengthen the persuasive power of Bondrup-Nielsen’s delightful book and, perhaps,
stop yet another unsuspecting reader in his or her tracks—in front of a tall spruce tree in Ontario’s
northern forest, straining to hear the soft “prolonged staccato call” of the elusive Boreal Owl.
MICHA EDLICH is a PhD student in the American studies program at the Johannes GutenbergUniversität in Mainz, Germany.
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The Winter Vault by ANNE MICHAELS
McClelland & Stewart, 2009 $32.99

Reviewed by AMANDA DI BATTISTA
On the first page of her much anticipated second novel, The Winter Vault (2009), Anne Michaels
points to the relationship between landscape, body, and memory that her characters will explore
throughout her complex narrative of love and loss:
Perhaps we painted on our own skin, with ochre and charcoal, long before we painted on
stone. In any case, forty thousand years ago, we left painted handprints on the cave walls of
Lascaux, Ardennes, Chauvet...[w]e made our paints from the bones of the animals we painted.
No image forgets this origin.
In her characteristically fluid prose, Michaels mixes moving insights on everyday personal life (“There’s
nothing like a good recipe to make you believe things will work out fine in the end…[e]ven the phrase
‘Serves four’ is hope distilled”) with poetic musings on larger, often agonizing issues. She offers the
reader historical and geographical detail through the personal experiences of the shy, thoughtful
botanist, Jean Shaw and her complex relationship with her architect husband, Avery Escher. In
addition to her concern with the ways in which intimate personal relationships affect her characters,
Michaels also explores how the trauma of destroyed landscapes and altered places shape their lives
and contribute to their collective grief, guilt, and ability to heal. Constructed in three parts, The Winter
Vault details the violent destruction of three separate landscapes: the razing of Warsaw by the
Germans during WWII, the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway in the 1950s that flooded local
communities, and the construction of the Aswan High Dam in the 1960s that displaced surrounding
Nubian communities and forced the relocation of many important archaeological sites. It is at Abu
Simbel, on the Nile River before the area is transformed into Lake Nasser, that Michaels first
introduces Avery and Jean. Avery is responsible for coordinating the meticulous deconstruction and
relocation of The Great Temple to higher ground, but worries “that by the time Abu Simbel [is] finally
re-erected, it [will] no longer be a temple.” Here, Avery and Jean live in a houseboat, explore the
terrain of their shared and personal memories, and suffer the loss of a child. Upon their return to
Toronto, Jean embarks on a relationship with Lujan, a Polish survivor of WWII who helped reconstruct
Warsaw’s “Old Town.”
Although Michaels deals with many issues in her novel (forgiveness, intimacy, personal loss, human
rights, compassion) it seems to me that she consistently comes back to three framing questions: How
are memory, the body, and landscapes connected? How do places shape identity? What happens to a
person when their sacred landscapes are destroyed, erased, or washed away? This is a novel that is
deeply concerned with place and is, much like Fugitive Pieces, steeped in water metaphor and
peppered with ecological terminology. Indeed, Michaels has explicitly identified her deep concern
with place as she repeatedly asks the question, “[d]o we belong to the place where we are born, or to
the place where we are buried?” (“Faust”). In The Winter Vault she offers the reader fragments of
what the grieving process might look like when relationships to landscapes are profoundly and
irreversibly altered; a wife who rows a boat to the flooded gravesite of her husband; a Nubian villager
who walks to the highest point in search of a view that no longer exists; flowers transplanted from the
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flooded banks of the St. Lawrence to the gravesite of a child.
Interactions with both current and remembered geographical places occupy the focus of The Winter
Vault, and the actual storyline, which spans only the course of a year, is secondary to the
consequences of the systematic destruction of those landscapes. Not that this is a bad thing – the
landscape descriptions are crafted like fine, detailed, still life paintings and the connections that
Michaels draws between Warsaw, Nubia, and the banks of the St. Lawrence are extremely compelling.
Michaels employs her characters as “guides” (“Public Reading”) to these decimated landscapes and
uses them as an entry point to the associated themes that she wishes to explore in her writing. Her
characters are hyper-aware of environmental detail; light, smell, temperature, and snow always add to
feelings of love, loss, and guilt but also render Jean, Avery, and Lujan unbelievable at times. That being
said, the suggestion within the text that traumatic personal loss is not only manifested on both mind
and body but can also be understood within the larger context of environmental and community loss
is a wonderful starting point for ecocritics. The links that Michaels imagines between the personhood
of her characters and the places with which they are connected is complex and, for the most part,
resists the temptation towards essentialism that often characterizes texts concerned with place and
identity.
This novel is not for the faint of heart; the dense poetic imagery and abundant detail make it a
challenging read and may leave readers exhausted. However, Michaels is a captivating writer and The
Winter Vault is a fascinating novel that not only holds the reader’s attention, but demands critical
reflection on the importance of place, memory, trauma, and forgiveness.
AMANDA DI BATTISTA is a first year PhD student in the Faculty of Environmental Studies at York
University. She is interested in the links between creative writing, environmental education, and
ecocriticism.

In the Way of Nature: Ecology and Westward Expansion in the Poetry of Anne
Bradstreet, Elizabeth Bishop and Amy Clampitt by ROBERT BOSCHMAN
McFarland & Company, 2009 $39.95
Reviewed by ALEXANDER KENNARD
The main body of Robert Boschman's In the Way of Nature: Ecology and Westward Expansion in the
Poetry of Anne Bradstreet, Elizabeth Bishop and Amy Clampitt is divided into two halves: the projected
aim of the first three chapters is to “focus mainly on westward expansion and the colonial legacy,”
while the last three examine the poets’ “respective readings of nature in America.” However,
Boschman quickly finds himself unavoidably drawn into a discussion of the manner in which each poet
dealt with the strains and complexities of her relationship to community. For this reason, the binary of
“culture” and “nature” is thoroughly interrogated in the initial chapter; the community finds its
definition in opposition to the wilderness around it, thus making nature a natural, as such, focus for
the artist.
Anne Bradstreet, as Boschman paints her, was an artist in a particularly difficult position. Involved in
one of the first Puritan migrations to North America, she spent most of her life in a community in the
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throes of birth and development. Not only was Bradstreet trying to find herself artistically, but due to
the prominent social positions of her father and husband she was also pulled by the demands of a
community trying to find itself. “If Bradstreet wanted to speak her own mind, she had to be careful
not to offend her father,” whose job it was “to keep the community purged of subversive elements,”
placing her in the uneasy position of cohabiting with her censor. Accordingly, Bradstreet felt the needs
and anxieties of her community far more than other artists. Just as the members of a community-inexile will define themselves in relation to those who have exiled them, Bradstreet in her search for
artistic-self was preoccupied with looking back at England, as well as the surrounding country. Thus,
the subsequent chaos that poet and community were thrown into as a result of the English civil war is
evident in such poems as “A Dialogue Between Old England and New” (1642).
Elizabeth Bishop is constructed as a poet with an almost opposite background. Bradstreet’s journey to
America and development as an artist was rooted in community. For Bishop, a lack of community
drove her desire for the new, which led to the desire for travel, one of her most pervading topics.
However, Bishop’s desire was never completely satiated; it was a desire for arrival, “an endless series
of surfaces” that was, with each arrival, deferred to the next. Boschman relates this endlessly deferred
desire to Bishop’s attempts to write a poetic bridge between culture and nature much as Bradstreet
tried to do, though their projects originated from very different backgrounds. Bishop, without a strong
communal presence guiding her artistic development, found it easier to see nature as simply a force
rather than a malignant enemy. For this reason, Bishop manages to achieve an “Acteon” moment in
her poem “The Riverman,” creating a speaker that is both of culture and of nature that is far more
effective than Bradstreet’s anthropomorphized bird, Philomel.
If Boschman places Bradstreet and Bishop in something of a thesis/antithesis relationship, it is Amy
Clampitt that he positions as the synthesis. She shared Bradstreet’s questioning relationship with and
devotion to Christianity, and wrote in solitude much like Bishop. Rather than explore a desire for the
exotic as Bishop did, Clampitt followed Bradstreet’s gaze to England, but found merely a “loss of
origins,” part of a history that is a series of palimpsests, the meaning of which has been buried under
new layers. Clampitt took up the themes of desire and nature that Bishop developed and worked
through them with an eye to Christianity as Bradstreet did.
In the Way of Nature cycles through each poet twice in what the author claims is an attempt “to try
and obviate the typically linear Western mode of textual and historical analysis.” In doing so,
Boschman sets up a dialectic relationship among the writers. Apart from an occasionally problematic
habit of speaking for the poets’ intentions, Boschman’s work is fascinating and presents many
insightful and well-articulated ideas.
ALEXANDER KENNARD is a graduate student in the University of Victoria’s Department of English.

RIVER OF GOLD MEANDERS BACK TO THE FRASER RIVER GOLD RUSH
River of Gold by SUSAN DOBBIE
Ronsdale Press, 2009, $19.95

Reviewed by JC PETERS
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River of Gold is set in 1858, during the thick of the short-lived but lucrative Fraser River gold rush, and
introduces us to the Hawaiians, Chileans, Chinese, and many other ethnicities that congregated in
British Columbia that year. Many Canadians may be surprised to learn of this ethnically diverse Canada
long before Pierre Trudeau declared multiculturalism the catchphrase of Canada in the 1970s.
In this sequel to her bestselling novel When Eagles Call, Susan Dobbie resurrects narrator Kimo Kanui,
a Hawaiian whose contract with the Hudson's Bay company is coming to a close. His wife has recently
died, leaving him with a small daughter to care for, so Kimo decides to seek his fortune in the river.
Along for the ride are his happy-go-lucky Hawaiian friend Moku, the large and skilled “Negraman”
Ezekiel, and the beautiful native Sto:lo woman Morning Bird whom the men rescue from slavery in a
card game.
Along their journey, our heroes run from the shadow of Kimo's sociopathic enemy Ahuhu, stare down
racist townspeople, nearly fall off a deadly snow-caked mountain, meet ninja-like soft-footed Natives
in the snowy forest, and finally face the historical “Hanging Judge,” Judge Begbie, so named for his
notoriously condemnatory decisions. All this sounds like a rollicking good time, a gun-totin' Injunrunnin' feast of a multicultural Canadian cowboy yarn. All this potential falls somewhat flat,
unfortunately, due to the novel's slow pace and relative lack of character development.
Kimo is a remarkably even-headed narrator. Crucial information is revealed in the middle of long
paragraphs, often in the past tense. This distracts from potential suspense, and when we do discover
what happens next, it is rarely very interesting: as it turns out, Ahuhu is only a perceived threat, the
racism never goes beyond an ominous look, the Natives in the forest are actually benevolent, and the
Hanging Judge is much kinder than his reputation suggests. The pacing plods about as slowly as Kimo's
pathetic donkey Fouter.
Dobbie undoubtedly wanted to share interesting facts about British Columbia's development, but it is
strange to hear it from Kimo, a man transplanted from Hawaii at the age of 20. In one of the towns, for
example, Kimo explains, "The wagon behind us is driven by a middle-aged Englishman named Thomas
Hawthorn," and continues to explain details of the family's home and their possessions, which serves
as a glimpse into the lives of white families at the time. Later, he describes a post “established on
orders from Mr. Douglas in 1847” that is now populated by “nearly twenty-thousand.” Hearing these
facts from Kimo is a little bit jarring, and detracts somewhat from the potentially unique narrative
voice of this character, the only literate Hawaiian among his cohort with memories of a much warmer
place than British Columbia in winter. A third-person narrator would undoubtedly have been more
effective for getting these facts across, but they do afford a unique point of view for an era whose
history has rarely been told.
Kimo's omniscient point of view also diminishes his relatability as a character in the novel. He seems
nearly flawless—calm, even-headed, intelligent, and able to find his way out of the many difficulties
that gold seekers had to face. His one weakness is his hatred for his nemesis, Ahuhu. Even this flaw he
acknowledges magnanimously: “It’s hard to lay down a bundle you’ve nursed and kept warm for so
long...but that bundle was hate, and today, I put that away from me.” Similarly, when he finally realizes
that his feelings for Morning Bird could be more than just friendly, the romantic climax in the final
pages of the book, which has been slow-cooking since her initial rescue from slavery, goes like this:
I care for this woman, but marriage is a big step. [...] Kami
would gain a good mother, myself a good wife. [...] Life
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necessitates many compromises. I was happy here with Rose.
I could be happy again with Morning Bird. I know I don’t
love her as I did Rose, for youth calls for grand upheavings
of passion and I’m beyond that at my age. Yet I love
Morning Bird deeply in another way, no less real.
This moment in the novel is mature, poignant, and perhaps even realistic in terms of love at a certain
age, but it also strikes a quavering note of the emotional anemia stereotypical of Canadians
descended from a certain place known for its stiff upper lip.
Despite these narrative issues, River of Gold offers an interesting perspective into British Columbia's
past that is rarely seen in history or fiction. We catch glimpses into the stories of men like Ezekiel,
black, mysteriously free, and judged for the colour of his skin in every little makeshift town that
springs up to support the traveling gold seekers of that era. Or Morning Bird, a woman separated from
her people and family and passed like a slave between the much more powerful hands of white
settlers. The Fraser River gold rush is an important part of British Columbia's history, and Dobbie's
well-researched novel is an excellent place to look at questioning a history of a place that has been
largely understood as almost exclusively populated by white colonizers and Aboriginal peoples. Dobbie
gives voice to the many other cultures that were a part of developing this land, and her characters
offer an interesting, if somewhat flawed, vehicle for peering into this little known aspect of Canadian
history.
JC PETERS is a writer and reviewer in Vancouver, British Columbia, with a graduate degree in
contemporary Canadian poetry. JC also hosts and produces a radio show on Canadian Writing on CITR
radio called AudioText. More information at www.jcpeters.ca.

Lisa Szabo
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SCATTERINGS

Lisa Szabo

Saskatchewan
by

Heather Simeney MacLeod

A poem created for the Web: http://www.ualberta.ca/~hmacleod/Saskatchewan.html
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NEW AND UPCOMING PUBLICATIONS

Brian Bartlett

ANANSI
Gun Dogs by James Langer
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-0-88784-822-3
$18.95
Available now
“What is a Gun Dog? An uncontrolled creature purportedly under our control? These poems strain at
the lead. The torque is felt in the line, the verb, the wild thinking in metaphor.” More…
The Pig That Wants to be Eaten: And 99 Other Thought Experiments by Julian Baggini
Genre: Nonfiction
ISBN: 978-1-84708-128-5
$17.95
Available May 2010
“This bestseller presents 100 thought experiments -- short scenarios that pose a problem in a vivid
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and concrete way -- covering diverse topics such as identity, religion, art, ethics, language, and
knowledge.” More…

BRICK BOOKS
The Good News About Armageddon by Steve McOrmond
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 1894078837
$19
Available May
“Steve McOrmond’s unflinching take on contemporary life, with its saturnine candour and ironic focus,
may remind readers of the anti-poetry of Europeans like Zbigniew Herbert: intense, humanistic and
deeply sceptical of inflationary gestures or stagy rhetoric.” More…
The Last House by Michael Kenyon
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 1-894078-74-8
$19
Available Now
“The world of these poems is dark: Kenyon names and owns our clear cuts, our overpopulation, our
fossil-fueled rush to oblivion, the violence embedded in sexuality. This is a book of expanded elegy,
clear-eyed, unflinching amid the wreckage of its loves.” More…

BRINDLE & GLASS
Falling From Grace by Ann Eriksson
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9781897142462
$19.95
Available Spring 2010
“Faye Pearson is a three-and-a-half-foot tall female scientist doing entomological research in the
tallest trees on Vancouver Island, who is pit with a ragtag group of protesters against the might of a
multinational logging corporation.” More…

CAITLIN PRESS
North of Iskut: Grizzlies, Bannock and Adventure by Tor Forsberg
Genre: Memoir; Local interest
ISBN: 1-894759-42-7
$24.95
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Available March 2010
“[…] Tor soon fell in love with the bush and vowed to create a life in the wilds of Northern BC. […] In
the years that followed she learned to hunt, trap, skin beaver, field dress moose, make bannock and
beaver stew and scent a grizzly on the wind.” More…
Understories by Al Rempel
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 1-894759-41-9
$16.95
Available March 2010
“Understories explores the meeting of the natural, suburban and inner-city experiences of Prince
George.” More…
Inward to the Bones: Georgia O’Keeffe’s Journey with Emily Carr by Kate Braid
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 1-894759-45-1
$16.95
Available April 2010
“In Georgia O’Keeffe’s voice, she envisions what might have happened if the two women had visited
each other in the landscapes that inspired their art: O’Keeffe’s New Mexico and Carr’s British
Columbia. […] This Kate Braid classic was originally published by Polestar in 1998.” More…

COACH HOUSE BOOKS
Stroll: Psychogeographic Walking Tours of Toronto by Shawn Micallef, illustrated by Marlena Zuber
Genre: Architecture; Urban environment
ISBN: 1552452263
$24.95
Available May 2010
“Stroll celebrates Toronto’s details – some subtle, others grand – at that velocity and, in so doing,
helps us understand what impact its many buildings, from the CN Tower to Pearson Airport’s Terminal
One and New City Hall, have on those who live there.” More…

CORMORANT BOOKS
Lyric Ecology: An Appreciation of the Work of Jan Zwicky edited by Mark Dickinson and Clare Goulet
Genre: Essays; Poetry
ISBN: 9781897151716
$30
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Available June 2010
“This collection of twenty-five meditations from various contributors comprises the first formal
consideration of Zwicky’s philosophy. It includes essays, poems, letters, reviews, and songs, all giving
readers insight into her work, what it has achieved, and what makes it significant today.” More…

COTEAU BOOKS
Prairie Feast: A Writer’s Journey Home for Dinner by Amy Jo Ehman
Genre: Nonfiction; Local food
ISBN: 9781550504132
$24.95
Available May 2010
“A year of eating locally results in a gastronomical journey through prairie food festivals, local food
traditions and the infamous community dinners.” More…

DOUGLAS & MCINTYRE
Ten Technologies to Save the Planet: Energy Options for a Low-Carbon Future by Chris Goodall
Genre: Environment; Climate change
ISBN: 978-1-55365-525-1
$22.95
Available April 2010
“Practical solutions for meeting our energy demands while combatting climate change on a large
scale, from ‘the David Suzuki of Britain.’” More…
Declaration of Interdependence: A Pledge for Planet Earth by Dr. Tara Cullis and Dr. David Suzuki,
illustrated by Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas, contributions by Wade Davis
Genre: Environment
ISBN: 978-1-55365-546-6
$16
Available April 2010
“In this exquisitely designed edition—produced to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the David
Suzuki Foundation—artist Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas brings this powerful creed to life using imagery
from cultures around the world, interpreted through his dynamic Haida Manga style.” More…
Tar Sands—Revised and Updated: Dirty Oil and the Future of a Continent by Andrew Nikiforuk
Genre: Environment; Current affairs
ISBN: 978-1-55365-555-8
$20
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Available April 2010
“Andrew Nikiforuk’s Tar Sands is a critical exposé of the World’s largest energy project - the Alberta oil
sands - that has made Canada one of the worst environmental offenders on earth.” More…
Abundant Beauty: The Adventurous Travels of Marianne North, Botanical Artist by Marianne North
Genre: Travel; Journal; Botany
ISBN: 978-1-55365-541-1
$19.95
Available April 2010
“In 1871, at age 41, Marianne North, an artist with a keen interest in botany, decided to travel the
world on a quest to paint as many plants and flowers as she could find in their natural habitat.” More…
There’s a Barnyard in My Bedroom by Dr. David Suzuki, illustrated by Eugenie Fernandes
Genre: Children’s fiction; Environment
ISBN: 978-1-55365-532-9
$12.95
Available April 2010
“Recommended by Curriculum Services Canada, this fun and engaging story, based on three previous
children’s books by David Suzuki and Eugenie Fernandes, introduces young children to environmental
issues without overwhelming them.” More…
Dodging the Toxic Bullet: How to Protect Yourself from Everyday Environmental Health Hazards by
David R. Boyd, foreword by Dr. David Suzuki
Genre: Environment; Health and fitness
ISBN: 978-1-55365-454-4
$21.95
Available March 2010
“Practical and empowering strategies for identifying and avoiding health hazards, from the co-author
of David Suzuki’s Green Guide.” More…
The Way of a Gardener: A Life’s Journey by Des Kennedy
Genre: Gardening; Autobiography
ISBN: 978-1-55365-417-9
$22.95
Available March 2010
“A personal and revealing exploration of a life lived close to the earth, from one of Canada’s best-loved
gardeners.” More…
Flights of Imagination: Extraordinary Writing About Birds edited by Richard J. Cannings
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Genre: Nature; Birds & birdwatching
ISBN: 978-1-55365-535-0
$22.95
Available March 2010
“A stellar collection of superb writing about birds and birdwatching from a foremost birder and natural
historian.” More…
Fraser Bear: A Cub’s Life by Maggie de Vries, illustrated by Renne Benoit
Genre: Children’s; Nature
ISBN: 978-1-55365-521-3
$19.95
Available March 2010
“This moving, beautifully illustrated story follows a black bear cub’s life in the Pacific Northwest from
his birth to his first salmon catch, uniting the cycles of bear and fish. A map and further information
about bears and salmon are included.” More…

FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
& A Serial Poem by Daryl Hine
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 1554551641
$16.95
Available now
“Written by a poet for whom form is a natural setting, Daryl Hine alerts us to the interconnectedness
of living in our common era, evoking these through wit and learning, with the assurance of a great
master.” More…
Ontario’s Old Growth Forests by Michael Henry and Peter Quinby
Genre: Environment; Ecology
ISBN: 1550415808
$40
Available now
“Most people in this province live within an hour’s drive of an old growth forest, but do not know it.
The ecology of these stands is engrossing.” More…

GASPEREAU PRESS
A Short History of Forgetting by Paul Tyler
Genre: Poetry
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ISBN: 1554470846
$19.95
Available April 2010
“Opening with a poem imagining the biblical Adam’s reluctant introduction to speech, Tyler moves on
to his own sharp-eyed and nimble-tongued naming of the creatures and their characteristics–crickets,
midges, silverfish, bees, chickadees. Our own sometimes puzzling tendencies as creatures do not
escape his notice.” More…
The Annotated Bee and Me by Tim Bowling
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 1554470862
$18.95
Available March 2010
“Its poems touch on family, literature, salmon fishing and beekeeping lore, hinting at how in facing the
unvarnished facts of one’s brief life one might honestly annotate their experience.” More…
Through Darkling Air: The Poetry of Richard Outram by Peter Sanger
Genre: Literary biography & criticism; Poetry
ISBN: 1554470617
$65.95
Available April 2010
“Through Darkling Air is an extensive study of the life and work of Canadian poet Richard Outram
(1930–2005).” Sanger writes, “I had no trouble seeing and hearing the dance of Outram’s intelligence,
his wit, his underdrifts of understated grief, his companion, his occasional prophetic anger directed at
cant, opportunism and human predation, especially of the natural world.” More…

GUERNICA PRESS
Jack Hodgins: Essays on His Works edited by Annika Hannan
Genre: Literary criticism
ISBN: 978-1-55071-300-8-5
$20
Available July 2010
“A master of magic realism, Jack Hodgins has set his novels in rural Vancouver Island, thus raising the
island to mythic levels. This collection of essays celebrates Hodgins’ achievements as he celebrates the
seven sisters of the Barclay family.” More…
Richard Outram: Essays on His Works edited by Ingrid Ruthig
Genre: Literary criticism; Interview
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ISBN: 978-1-55071-280-3
$20
Available November 2010
“This volume presents the first posthumous panorama of Richard Outram’s work. It includes an
interview, lecture, and new essays by poets and writers who admire Out- ram’s commitment to
‘concision and precision’ in language.” More…
The All Nighter’s Radio by M. Travis Lane
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-1-55071-319-0
$20
Available September 2010
“Travis Lane offers a world intensified, as if each starfish, hummingbird, and blade of Bermuda grass
were seen through a magnifying glass. Revealing things in their vivid complexity, she also gives us a
wider, larger vision of all that lies before us.” More…

HARBOUR PUBLISHING
The Zero-Mile Diet: A Year-Round Guide to Growing Organic Food by Carolyn Herriot
Genre: Food; Sustainability
ISBN: 978-1-55017-481-6
$32.95
Available April 2010
“This definitive month-by-month guide brings gardeners into the delicious world of edible landscaping
and helps take a load off the planet as we achieve greater food security.” More…
The Boreal Gourmet: Adventures in Northern Cooking by Michele Genest
Genre: Food; Yukon
ISBN: 978-1-55017-475-5
$26.95
Available April 2010
“As much culinary adventure story as cookbook, The Boreal Gourmet combines a portrait of northern
life with an exploration of wild or ‘country’ foods in gourmet recipes for the home cook.” More…
Boat Camping Haida Gwaii, Revised Second Edition: A Small Vessel Guide to the Queen Charlotte
Islands by Neil Frazer
Genre: Travel guide
ISBN: 978-1-55017-487-8
$29.95
Available March 2010
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“With information on ancient native settlements, hidden campsites and everything in between, Boat
Camping Haida Gwaii offers a fascinating and comprehensive marine guide to the wild beauty of the
Queen Charlotte Islands for kayakers and other small vessel operators.” More…
The Wild Side Guide to Vancouver Island’s Pacific Rim, Revised Second Edition by Jacqueline Windh
Genre: Travel guide
ISBN: 978-1-55017-485-4
$24.95
Available February 2010
“In this updated edition of The Wild Side Guide to Vancouver Island’s Pacific Rim, longtime Tofino
resident, wilderness traveller, author and photographer Jacqueline Windh shares her secrets about
travelling around the region.” More…
The Shores We Call Home: The Art of Carol Evans by Carol Evans
Genre: Painting
ISBN: 978-1-55017-465-6
$18.95
Available February 2010
“The Shores We Call Home contains over eighty of Evans’ works, collected here in gorgeous full-colour
reproductions that faithfully represent the startlingly vivid visions of the original watercolours,
capturing the unique character of BC’s exquisite shoreline landscape.” More…
Off the Beaten Path: A Hiking Guide to Metro Vancouver’s North Shore by Norman Watt
Genre: Travel guide
ISBN: 978-1-55017-479-3
$21.95
Available February 2010
“With a total of 31 North Shore hikes (15 in West Vancouver and 16 in North Vancouver), plus two in
the Pemberton area, this is the most comprehensive collection of North Shore hiking trails to be found
anywhere.” More…
A Field Guide to Coastal Flowers of the Pacific Northwest by Phillipa Hudson
Genre: Field guide
ISBN: 978-1-55017-473-1
$7.95
Available February 2010
“Your essential portable guide to the most popular coastal flowers on the West Coast!” More…
Still Fishin’: The BC Fishing Industry Revisited by Alan Haig-Brown
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Genre: Nonfiction; Economy and environment
ISBN: 978-1-55017-467-0
$26.95
Available March 2010
“A veteran of the industry himself, Haig-Brown here offers a ‘state of the industry’ report, discovering
pockets of surprising activity among the vistas of closed processing plants, downsized fleets and
corporate concentration.” More…
Coastal Fisheries of the Pacific Northwest, Revised and Expanded Second Edition by Andy Lamb and
Phil Edgell
Genre: Field guide
ISBN: 978-1-55017-471-7
$29.95
Available April 2010
“A completely revised and updated edition of this best-selling comprehensive field guide to marine
fishes of BC, Washington, Oregon, southern Alaska and Northern California.” More…
A Field Guide to Nudibranchs of the Pacific Northwest by Rick M. Harbo
Genre: Field guide
ISBN: 978-1-55017-493-9
$7.95
Available March 2010
“Sometimes called the most colourful creatures on earth,nudibranchs are a type of shell-less marine
snail that capture the attention of scuba divers, snorkelers and tidepool-gazers with their bizarre,
ornate body forms and incandescent colouration.” More…

INNANA
First Voices: An Aboriginal Women's Reader edited by Patricia A. Monture and Patricia D. McGuire
Genre: Fiction, Non-Fiction, Essays, Poetry
ISBN: 978-0-980882-9-2
$39.95
November 2009
“A collection of articles that examine many of the struggles that Aboriginal women have faced, and
continue to face, in Canada. Sections include: Profiles of Aboriginal Women; Identity; Territory;
Activism; Confronting Colonialism; the Canadian Legal System; and Indigenous Knowledges.” More...
Welcoming by Andrea Nicki
Genre: Poetry
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ISBN: 978-0-9808822-7-8
$18.95
October 2009
“The poet’s feminist philosophy background results in the intricate and sophisticated presentation of
ideas. The writing is by turns innovative, playful, humorous, and visual, and engages readers in a
number of ways.” More...
Ile D'Or by Mary Lou Dickinson
Genre: Novel
ISBN: 978-1-926708-13-3
$22.95
May 2010
“Shortly after the first referendum on Quebec separation, four people in their forties encounter each
other in Ile d’Or, the town where all of them grew up. The novel is about gold and greed and renewal
and hope.” More...

MCCLELLAND & STEWART
Canadian Poetry 1920 to 1960 edited by Brian Trehearne
Genre: Poetry anthology
ISBN: 978-0-7710-8631-1
$36.95
Available March 2010
“The poets in this anthology, all of whom matured creatively between 1920 and 1960, considered it
one of their primary obligations to modernize Canadian writing, to bring the country’s poetry out of
late Romantic stasis after the Great War into a fertile and combative response to the cultural, political,
technological, philosophical, religious, and economic conditions of the modern era.” More…
Deepwater Vee by Melanie Siebert
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-0-7710-8033-3
$18.99
Available March 2010
“Melanie Siebert’s stunning debut collection travels remote northern rivers, as well as two of Canada’s
most threatened rivers, the Athabasca and the North Saskatchewan.” More…
Ossuaries by Dionne Brand
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-0-7710-1734-6
$18.99
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Available March 2010
“Dionne Brand’s hypnotic, urgent long poem – her first book of poetry in four years, is about the
bones of fading cultures and ideas, about the living museums of spectacle where these bones are
found.” More…
Lookout by John Steffler
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-0-7710-8267-2
$18.99
Available March 2010
“Nowhere is there a more complete nature poet: attuned, robust, honest, fully informal, and
emotionally candid, brimming with energy and animal spirits.” More…
The Reinvention of the Human Hand by Paul Vermeersch
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-0-7710-8743-1
$18.99
Available March 2010
“The Reinvention of the Human Hand is a poetry of the human body’s experience, of a primal being
that struggles to assert itself, or perhaps just survive, in a world of metals, plastics, electronics.”
More…
Nasty, Brutish, and Short: The Quirks and Quarks Guide to Animal Sex and Other Weird Behaviour by
Pat Senson
Genre: Nonfiction; Animal behaviour
ISBN: 978-0-7710-7969-6
$22.99
Available April 2010
“Quirks & Quarks’ latest guide is much more than a catalogue of peculiar practices, it’s an engrossing
look at the astonishing behaviours different animals have evolved in order to survive and reproduce.”
More…
The Complete Up North: A Guide to Ontario’s Wilderness from Black Flies to the Northern Lights by
Doug Bennet and Tim Tiner, illustrated by Marta Scythes
Genre: Nature; Travel guide
ISBN: 978-1-55199-370-6
$29.99
Available April 2010
“Filled with amusing trivia, easy-to-understand natural history, and little-known folklore, The
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Complete Up North is the perfect introduction and companion to Ontario’s great outdoors.” More…

MCGILL-QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY PRESS
Canada and Its Americas: Transnational Navigations edited by Winfried Siemerling and Sarah Phillips
Casteel
Genre: Canadian studies; Cultural studies; Literary criticism
ISBN: 9780773536845
$32.95
Available January 2010
“In the last few decades Canadian and Québécois literatures have been catapulted onto the global
stage, gaining international readership and recognition. Canada and Its Americas challenges the
convention that study of this literature should be limited to its place within national borders, arguing
that these works should be examined from the perspective of their place and influence within the
Americas as a whole.” More…
Island Enclaves: Offshoring Strategies, Creative Governance, and Subnational Island Jurisdictions by
Godfrey Baldacchino
Genre: Economics; Sociology; Anthropology
ISBN: 9780773537439
$32.95
Available July 2010
“Islands have a unique hold on our imagination as intriguing places where – as Thomas More and
Jonathan Swift showed in their fiction – fantastic utopic or dystopic worlds are possible. Perhaps such
ideas developed because we are implicitly aware of the unique political and social arrangements that
can be designed when a region is so distinctly separate. Island Enclaves highlights the idiosyncratic
forms of governance that occur in places that are both a part of, and apart from, national boundaries.”
More…
So Vast and Various: Interpreting Canada’s Regions in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries edited
by John Warkentin
Genre: History; Geography; Regionalism
ISBN: 9780773537385
$34.95
Available November 2010
“Every writer on the geography of Canada is confronted by the profound variety of Canada’s great
regions, with their distinctive scenery, people, and cultures. […] So Vast and Various provides
selections from the works of seven of the country’s most astute geographical writers to elucidate the
ways in which the country has been depicted and understood over time.” More…
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NEW SOCIETY PUBLISHERS
From Container to Kitchen: Growing Fruits and Vegetables in Pots by D.J. Herda
Genre: Gardening
ISBN: 9780865716650
$19.95
Available April 2010
“Written for the novice home gardener as well as the seasoned pro, this fully illustrated,
comprehensive guide will show you how to save up to 70% on your produce bill by growing fruits and
vegetables in pots.” More…
Solar Water Heating – Revised and Expanded by Bob Ramlow and Benjamin Nusz
Genre: Technology; Renewable power
ISBN: 9780865716681
$28.95
Available May 2010
“Solar Water Heating, now completely revised and expanded, is the definitive guide to this clean and
cost-effective technology.” More…
Wind Power Basics: A Green Energy Guide by Dan Chiras
Genre: Technology; Renewable power
ISBN: 9780865716179
$12.95
Available May 2010
“Whether you’re considering your own small-scale wind energy system or just want a straightforward,
detailed introduction to the benefits and challenges of this rapidly emerging technology, Wind Power
Basics is the guide for you.” More…
Solar Electricity Basics: A Green Energy Guide by Dan Chiras
Genre: Technology; Renewable power
ISBN: 9780865716186
$12.95
Available June 2010
“Whether your goal is to lower your energy bill through a grid-connected system or to achieve
complete energy independence, Solar Electricity Basics is the introduction you need-no PhD
required!” More…
Serious Microhydro: Water Power Solutions from the Experts by Scott Davis
Genre: Technology; Renewable power
ISBN: 9780865716384
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$29.95
Available June 2010
“Serious Microhydro brings you dozens of firsthand stories of energy independence covering a
complete range of systems, from household pressure sites to higher pressure installations capable of
powering a farm, business or small neighborhood.” More…
Dry Run: Preventing the Next Urban Water Crisis by Jerry Yudelson
Genre: Public policy; Environmental policy
ISBN: 9780865716704
$19.95
Available June 2010
“Examining the vital linkages between water, energy use, urban development and climate change, Dry
Run demonstrates best practices for achieving ‘net zero’ water use in the built environment.” More…
Peak Everything: Waking Up to the Century of Declines by Richard Heinberg
Genre: Social science; Environment
ISBN: 9780865716452
$16.95
Available June 2010
“Now in paperback and featuring a new author preface and discussion guide, Peak Everything
addresses many of the cultural, psychological and practical changes we will have to make as nature
dictates our new limits.” More…

NEW STAR BOOKS
Why Does It Feel So Late? by Simon Thompson
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 1554200466
$16
Available October 2009
“The poems are driven by images of the north: the wealth of rivers, the sodium lights of long winters,
the broken concrete foundations of abandoned mills; these are the things that are the source of the
poet’s ideas.” More…

NEWEST PRESS
Aphelion by Jenna Butler
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-1-897126-60-8
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$14.95
Available Spring 2010
“Aphelion is about distances, simultaneously belonging to two countries but being rooted in neither. In
her first collection, poet Jenna Butler fluently explores this rift, sounding out the meaning of home
from the perspective of a British-born Canadian.” More…
The Darkening Archipelago by Stephen Legault
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 978-1-897126-63-9
$19.95
Available March 2010
“Eight months after his own brush with death over Alberta’s Cardinal Divide, Cole Blackwater has
learned that his good friend and former client Archie Ravenwing is presumed dead on the waters of
British Columbia’s Broughton Archipelago. Days before his disappearance, Ravenwing was on the brink
of unravelling a corporate conspiracy surrounding an outbreak of sea lice that could decimate wild
salmon along the BC coastline.” More…
The Collected Works of Pat Lowther edited by Christine Wiesenthal
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-1-897126-61-5
$24.95
April 2010
“The Collected Works of Pat Lowther brings together the complete poetry editions published by the
eminent Canadian poet, Pat Lowther.” More...

ROCKY MOUNTAIN BOOKS
Okanagan Odyssey: Journeys through Terrain, Terroir and Culture by Don Gayton
Genre: Ecology; Travel
ISBN: 9781897522813
$16.95
Available May 2010
“Okanagan Odyssey is a quirky and lyrical examination of British Columbia’s Okanagan Valley. Sticking
to the backroads and byways, Gayton gently pokes and prods local ecosystems, histories, vineyards
and people.” More…
The Grizzly Manifesto: In Defence of the Great Bear by Jeff Gailus
Genre: Nonfiction; Species loss
ISBN: 9781897522837
$16.95
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Available May 2010
“The grizzly bear, once the archetype for all that is wild, is quickly becoming a symbol of nature’s fierce
but flagging resilience in the face of human greed and ignorance—and the difficulty a wealth-addicted
society has in changing its ways.” More…
Bears: Tracks Through Time by Michale Lang
Genre: Nonfiction; Archive; Human-animal relations
ISBN: 9781897522820
$16.95
Available May 2010
“Bears: Tracks through Time is an eclectic look at our relationship with these beautiful and sometimes
frightful creatures with which we co-exist in the Canadian Rockies.” More…
The Aspiring Hiker’s Guide 1: Mountain Treks in Alberta by Gerry Shea
Genre: Travel guide
ISBN: 9781897522790
$26.95
Available May 2010
“This first volume in The Aspiring Hiker’s Guide series is meant to encourage beginner and
intermediate hikers, backpackers and scramblers to step into and explore the backcountry in Banff
National Park, Lake Louise, Jasper National Park, Kananaskis Country and the Icefields Parkway with
both confidence and excitement.” More…
Life of the Trail 5: Mount Assiniboine & in Kananaskis Country by Emerson Sanford and Janice Sanford
Beck
Genre: Travel guide; Local history
ISBN: 9781897522806
$26.95
Available May 2010
“When authors Emerson Sanford and Janice Sanford Beck began backpacking together nearly 20 years
ago, they often wondered whose footsteps they were retracing and how today’s Rockies trails came to
be there. In Life of the Trail, they share their findings with hikers and history buffs, adventurers and
armchair travellers.” More…
In Plain Sight: Exploring the Natural Wonders of Southern Alberta by Neil L. Jennings
Genre: Travel guide; Local interest
ISBN: 9781897522783
$26.95
Available May 2010
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“In Plain Sight highlights a selection of natural wonders and outdoor adventures located in southern
Alberta. The places featured in this book have been chosen for their utter uniqueness, beauty and
splendour.” More…
Gillean Daffern’s Kananaskis Country Trail Guide-4th Edition by Gillean Daffern
Genre: Travel guide; hiking
ISBN: 9781897522769
$26.95
Available June 2010
“With over 100,000 copies of the previous editions sold, Gillean Daffern’s bestselling hiking guides to
Kananaskis Country have been completely reformatted, revised and updated.” Volume 1… Volume 2…

RONSDALE PRESS
Skin Like Mine by Garry Gottfriedson
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-1-55380-101-6
$15.95
Available April 2010
“In Skin Like Mine Garry Gottfriedson offers a suite of poems that peel away the skin of contemporary
first nations people to reveal an inside view of their experience. […] He draws attention to the rape of
the natural environment, the skin of Mother Earth, when he speaks of ‘forests being / eaten from the
inside out.’” More…

TURNSTONE PRESS
Apologetic by Carla Funk
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 9780888013712
$17
“Apologetic’s poems experiment with expressing thoughts and emotions in formal poetic traditions,
confining words to metrical lines or rhyme schemes. Many deal with the natural world, moments in
time spent outdoors, in gardens, and capturing fleeting impressions in the human experience.” More…
Stand the Sacred Tree by John Weier
Genre: Travel memoir; Environment
ISBN: 9780888012876
$19.95
“Weier traveled widely—Syria, Iceland, Holland, Denmark, and Canada—and wondered at what—if
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anything—connects these places and their diverse landscapes and cultures. Icelandic horses to Syrian
cab drivers. And of course birds, he never stops thinking of birds.” More…

UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA PRESS
wild horses by rob mclennan
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-0-88864-535-7
$19.95
Available February 2010
“Cast during his year in the U of A’s writer in residency, wild horses is Ottawan rob mclennan’s deep
lyrical engagement with Edmonton, Alberta.” More…

VÉHICULE PRESS
Boxing the Compass by Richard Greene
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-155065-259-8
$16
Available October 2009
“Boxing the Compass is a poetry collection of mid-life reassessments that also makes room for the
martyrdom of Saint Polycarp, tone-deaf church choirs, the last of the Newfoundland whalers, and
vividly remembered Portuguese fishermen.” More…
A Place in Mind: The Search for Authenticity by Avi Friedman
Genre:
ISBN: 978-1-55065-282-6
$19.95
Available April 2010
“A Place in Mind is the result of Avi Friedman’s worldwide quest for successful environments where
people congregate and feel comfortable. Whether he writes of the conviviality of a teahouse in
Istanbul; the public art of Nunavut’s capital, Iqaluit; the serenity of Assisi; or the architectural harmony
of neighbourhoods in London and Amsterdam, Avi Friedman conveys his excitement at discovering
people-friendly places—antidotes to social isolation.” More…
Circus by Michael Harris
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-1-55065-286-4
$16
Available March 2010
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“Stocked with colourful personalities who earn their living under the Big Top—from clowns to
acrobats, tightrope walkers to lion tamers—Circus recreates the drama and mystique of the centre
ring with enough peek-behind-the-curtain moments to ground this secret society in the nitty-gritty of
marriage, parenthood, old age, and death.” More…
The Crow’s Vow by Susan Briscoe
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 978-1-55065-287-1
$16
Available May 2010
“The Crow’s Vow is an extraordinarily moving book-length sequence that follows the story of a
marriage come undone. Organized into four seasons, the details of the failed relationship are distilled
through the physical processes of nature, the buzzing life of wildflowers and birds that the speaker—a
wife and mother—studies daily for clues on happiness.” More…

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY PRESS
Writing in Dust: Reading the Prairie Environmentally by Jenny Kerber
Genre: Ecocriticism
ISBN: 978-1-55458-218-1
$85 (cloth)
Available August 2010
“Writing in Dust is the first sustained study of Canadian prairie literature from an ecocritical
perspective. Drawing on recent scholarship in environmental theory and criticism, Jenny Kerber
considers the ways in which prairie writers have negotiated processes of ecological and cultural
change in the region from the early twentieth century to the present.” More…
Troubling Tricksters: Revisioning Critical Observations edited by Deanna Reder and Linda Morra
Genre: Aboriginal Studies; Criticism
ISBN: 978-1-55458-181-8
$34.95
May 2010
“Troubling Tricksters is a collection of theoretical essays, creative pieces, and critical ruminations that
provides a re-visioning of trickster criticism in light of recent backlash against it.” More...
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